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9summary
since decades honeybees are being used as an insect model system for answering 
scientific questions in a variety of areas. this is due to their enormous behavioural 
repertoire paired with their learning capabilities. similar learning capabilities are also 
evident in bumblebees that are closely related to honeybees. as honeybees, they are 
central place foragers that commute between a reliable food source and their nest and, 
therefore, need to remember particular facets of their environment to reliably find back 
to these places. 
via their flight style that consists of fast head and body rotations (saccades) 
interspersed with flight segments of almost no rotational movements of the head (inter-
saccades) it is possible to acquire distance information about objects in the environment. 
depending on the structure of the environment bumblebees as well as honeybees can 
use these objects as landmarks to guide their way between the nest and a particular 
food source. landmark learning as a visual task depends of course on the visual input 
perceived by the animal’s eyes. as this visual input rapidly changes during head sac-
cades, we recorded in my first project bumblebees with high-speed cameras in an 
indoor flight arena, while they were solving a navigation task that required them to 
orient according to landmarks. first of all we tracked head orientation during whole 
flight periods that served to learn the spatial arrangement of the landmarks. like this we 
acquired detailed data on the fine structure of their head saccades that shape the 
visual input they perceive. head-saccades of bumblebees exhibit a consistent relation-
ship between their duration, peak velocity and amplitude resembling the human so-called 
“saccadic main sequence” in its main characteristics. We also found the bumblebees’ 
saccadic sequence to be highly stereotyped, similar to many other animals. this hints 
at a common principle of reliably reducing the time during which the eye is moved by 
fast and precise motor control.
in my first project i tested bumblebees with salient landmarks in front of a background 
covered with a random-dot pattern. in a previous study, honeybees were trained with 
the same landmark arrangement and were additionally tested using landmarks that 
were camouflaged against the background. as the pattern of the landmark textures did 
not seem to affect their performance in finding the goal location, it had been assumed 
that the way they acquire information about the spatial relationship between objects is 
independent of the objects texture. 
our aim for the second project of my dissertation was therefore to record the 
activity of motion sensitive neurons in the bumblebee to analyse in how far object 
information is contained in a navigation-related visual stimulus movie. also we wanted 
to clarify, if object texture is represented by the neural responses. as recording from 
neurons in free-flying bumblebees is not possible, we used one of the recorded bumble-
bee trajectories to reconstruct a three-dimensional flight path including data on the head 
orientation. We therefore could reconstruct ego-perspective movies of a bumblebee 
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while solving a navigational task. these movies were presented to motion-sensitive 
neurons in the bumblebee lobula. We found for two different classes of neurons that 
object information was contained in the neuronal response traces. furthermore, during 
the intersaccadic parts of flight the object’s texture did not change the general response 
profile of these neurons, which nicely matches the behavioural findings. however, slight 
changes in the response profiles acquired for the saccadic parts of flight might allow to 
extract texture information from these neurons at later processing stages.
in the final project of my dissertation i switched from exploring coding of visual infor-
mation to the coding of olfactory signals. for honeybees and bumblebees olfaction is 
approximately equally important for their behaviour as their vision sense. but whereas 
there is a solid knowledge base on honeybee olfaction with detailed studies on the 
single stages of olfactory information processing this knowledge was missing for the 
bumblebee. in the first step we conducted staining experiments and confocal micro-
scopy to identify input tracts conveying information from the antennae to the first 
processing stage of olfactory information – the antennal lobe (al). using three-dimensional 
reconstruction of the al we could further elucidate typical numbers of single spheroidal 
shaped subunits of the al, which are called glomeruli. odour molecules that the 
bumblebee perceives induce typical activation patterns characteristic of particular 
odours. by retrogradely staining the output tracts that connect the al to higher order 
processing stages with a calcium indicator, we were capable of recording the odour-
dependent activation patterns of the al glomeruli and to describe their basic coding 
principles. similarly as in honeybees, we could show that the odours’ carbon chain 
length as well as their functional groups are dimensions that the antennal lobe glomeruli 
are coding in their spatial response pattern. applying correlation methods underlined 
the strong similarity of the glomerular activity pattern between honeybees and 
bumblebees.  
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general introduction and 
background of the thesis
in history, only three scientist doing genuine behavioural research on animals have been 
awarded with the nobelprize: Konrad lorenz, nikolaas tinbergen and Karl von frisch, 
who influenced science with their work beginning in the first half of the 20th century. 
they all were pioneers in the field behavioural research, which has later on become 
popular under the term ethology. in contrast to most other scientists they performed 
their experiments mostly under the normal living conditions of the animals they were 
investigating. this was in contrast to the majority of behavioural scientists, who just 
worked with their animals in the lab to be able to control the experimental conditions 
much better than is possible under the very complex natural conditions. another reason 
was also to be able to influence individual parameters to understand specific mechanisms 
underlying behaviour. a side effect of this approach was, of course, the very artificial 
conditions that could also result in animal behaviour far away from their natural repertoire. 
the notion to look at the animals’ behaviour in their natural environment and to perform 
experiments with the animals behaving as naturally as possible led to large achievements 
in behavioural research and laid an important part of the foundations of the work that is 
currently done in behavioural and, partly neural science. 
of those three scientists two strongly influenced my own field of research: nikolaas 
tinbergen being a pioneer in insect visual learning (tinbergen, 1951; graham, 2010) 
and Karl von frisch. the latter did intensive research on honeybees (Apis mellifera) 
starting with behavioural experiments on their different sensory modalities to later on 
publishing his ground-breaking studies on their communication skills (von frisch, 1967). 
von frisch’s award-winning study however was that he could show that honeybees are 
able to communicate direction and distance of valuable food sources with their 
movement patterns so that the other bees will eventually also be able to forage at the 
indicated direction. as i describe this very elaborate behaviour, you get a glimpse on 
the honeybees’ extremely rich and also complex behavioural repertoire that allows for 
testing a large variety of hypotheses in different fields of research making them an 
excellent animal for behavioural analysis.
since these early days of modern science the honeybee has therefore been a 
key model organism for studying a wide range of behaviours and the underlying neural 
mechanisms resulting in an enormous database on honeybees. despite this, i decided 
not to work on the honeybee to address my research questions, but to work on the 
closely related bumblebee (michener and grimaldi, 1988; schultz et al., 2001; ramírez 
et al., 2010), Bombus terrestris, that shows a very similar behavioural repertoire, as i 
will indicate later. in the following, i will introduce major concepts of what is known for 
honeybees in the research areas of motion vision, navigation, and olfaction, as these 
are the topics on which i focussed my research in the course of my Phd project. based 
on this, i will refer to similarities or dissimilarities between honeybee and bumblebee as 
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far as it is relevant for the conceptional framework for my own research. consequently, 
this comparison will also be a part of the three main chapters of my thesis to indicate 
similarities and possible differences on the behavioural level, but also on the level of the 
neuronal substrate linked to their behaviour.
before starting to describe honeybee and bumblebee behaviour, i should state 
the reason, as to why i started working on an animal like the bumblebee, although the 
honeybee is already a model organism for such a long time. the reason is, that there 
are few practical disadvantages in doing research with honeybees, which can be avoided. 
since honeybees are normally kept in outdoor hives, the animals need to willingly come 
out of their hive for the researcher to be able to do any experiments with them. for the 
honeybees to forage the weather conditions need to be relatively dry - as they don’t fly 
during rain – and also warm enough for the foragers to be able to keep their body core 
temperature at a sufficiently high level allowing constant flight also on quite cold days. 
this minimum outside temperature is estimated to be around 7 °c (von frisch, 1977). 
consequently it is not possible to work with honeybees during wintertime, when all 
individuals of the hive that can consist of up to 10.000 single honeybees is gathering 
close to each other to loose not too much warmth and to keep their queen alive (von 
frisch, 1977).  and even if they are foraging during the warmer parts of the year, it takes 
a lot of effort to motivate honeybees to participate in behavioural experiments due to 
the many flowers in full blossom. they will mostly prefer foraging on the natural flowers 
compared to artificial food sources like sugar water solution as a replacement for natural 
nectar, which makes outdoor experiments rather attractive only during the late summer 
months. for these reasons honeybee behavioural training in outdoor environment is 
restricted to short periods of the year. 
an alternative to the honeybee has emerged on the scientific landscape in 
recent years, with which it is possible to solve most of these environmental issues, and 
that possesses, at least as far as is known, a very similar behavioural repertoire: the 
bumblebee. since the late 1980’s it is possible to order single hives of bumblebees 
that are being bred throughout the year to supply greenhouses (heinrich, 2004). as 
bumblebee colonies are much smaller (up to 500 individuals) (goulson, 2010), they 
can be kept indoors, which allows behavioural experiments that are independent of 
weather conditions and the time of the year. this is a great advantage, if behavioural 
experiments can be performed while maintaining the natural behaviour of the animals’ 
as is the case for bumblebees. 
furthermore, bumblebees are larger in size, which positively affects the robustness 
of single animals during physiological experiments. additionally single individuals can 
survive without feeding for longer periods of time without starving to death. also they 
can generally better cope with invasive treatments during an experiment, which is highly 
important for electrophysiological or imaging experiments as i performed during my 
Phd project.
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Central questions addressed in the dissertation
my dissertation is divided into three projects that can be clearly separated partly by the 
methodological approaches, but also based on the research questions that i wanted 
to address. one general issue overarching all projects of my thesis are the similarities 
and differences between highly relevant aspects of vision and olfaction in honeybees 
and bumblebees. the experimental part of my study focuses on bumblebees. for a certain 
part of the addressed topics there is already published data in honeybees, which 
suggests a comparison with bumblebees. in contrast, other experiments have solely 
been conducted in bumblebees due to methodological advantages compared to 
honeybees.
in a recent study on navigation behaviour honeybees were trained to use salient 
objects to find a food source that was placed between the objects. surprisingly, the 
honeybees were equally capable of finding the hardly visible food source also, when 
the objects were camouflaged (dittmar et al., 2010) in front of the background. this 
finding caught my interest and led me to the question what features of objects bees are 
capable to perceive in a behavioural context. 
answering this question implicated that i needed to record neuronal signals in 
the parts of the bee’s brain concerned with visual information processing. as recordings 
from the brain of a flying insect are hard to achieve, we decided to reconstruct a stimulus 
movie based on what the animal had seen before during navigation behaviour. We 
opted for the bumblebee as experimental animal, considering exploiting its several 
advantages as a model system in the long run. however, as a precondition for the 
analysis at the neural level i had to probe in my first project navigation behaviour of 
bumblebees in a similar way as was done by dittmar and colleagues for honeybees. 
moreover, to reconstruct what the bumblebee had seen during flight we had to unravel 
the fine temporal dynamics that are associated with bumblebee flight as well as the 
orientation of its view. this also implicated disentangling the coordination of head and 
body movements during navigation behaviour. on this basis we were also able to 
compare fine structure of flight and gaze control of bumblebees against the flight 
dynamics already being measured in the closely related honeybee (boeddeker et al., 2010). 
based on the reconstruction of one of those recorded bumblebee flights i created 
in the context of my second project a set of stimulus movies that served to highlight the 
influence of objects that served as visual landmarks in the behavioural navigation 
experiments on the neuronal response of neurons that are sensitive to motion. also, i 
wanted to find out in which way the texture of the objects shapes the neuronal re-
sponses, which might bring together the earlier findings in behaviour with the neuronal 
mechanisms.
in the third project of my dissertation i decided to change from analysing the 
vision sense to investigate the sense of smell, i.e. olfaction. What at the first glance 
might appear to mark a clear cut in my project, can be regarded a good next step to 
further compare honeybees with bumblebees. although the modality is different, i 
continued analysing the neuronal basis of primary sensory processing. in this project i 
put emphasis on the representation of a set of odours that allowed determining general 
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coding properties that are implemented in an early processing stage of olfactory in-
formation. in contrast to the visual pathway in the bee brain, the olfactory pathway in 
honeybees in well characterised functionally. this is grounded on the importance of 
olfaction for its behaviour. as soon as meaningful olfactory cues are present the bees 
incorporate olfactory information to improve their navigation performance. although 
the combination of visual and olfactory information in a navigation context is highly 
interesting, i still would like to introduce basic navigation concepts that are predominantly 
vision-based.
in the following i will present some more background knowledge related to the 
central research questions of my thesis ranging from local navigation over motion vision 
to the basic principles of olfaction. after reviewing key concepts that form the framework 
of each of my three projects, i summarise my own major conclusions that were derived 
from the respective experiments.
Basic navigation concepts in Hymenoptera
bumblebees, honeybees and ants all belong to the order of hymenoptera. they are 
central place foragers, which means that they frequently visit the same feeding site to 
collect food for the hive. to find places of especially profitable food sources they 
search for some time until they have found some. but to be able to really profit from the 
food source they need to remember where they found it to come back on the next trip. 
to accomplish this they employ a variety of strategies.
at first, it is important to divide navigation strategies into the ones for global 
homing (collett, 2008) and local homing (Zeil et al., 1996). local homing means 
navigation in the vicinity of the goal location that serves to finally pinpoint the exact goal 
location like a particular food source or the nest entrance. What naively seems to be an 
easy task is indeed quite demanding, as the entrances to nests of ants or bumblebees 
are often small and inconspicuous holes in the ground that are hard to find. Whereas 
local homing is relevant for precise orientation on a small scale, global homing mecha-
nisms serve to robustly allow a directed flight to the area around the goal location over 
distances that can be as far as a few kilometres away from the starting point. for these 
larger distances that need to be travelled a large variety of different mechanisms could 
be demonstrated.
for bees and ants, it could be shown that they use obvious cues like the position 
of the sun or the pattern of polarized light in the sky to lead their way in global homing 
tasks (collett and collett, 2002). these allocentric cues are especially helpful in sparse 
environments, such as many deserts, barely containing other helpful cues, so that the 
animals are solely able to find their way home performing path integration. this means 
that they record their orientation as well as the travelled distance (egocentric cue) 
during a foraging trip to be later capable of calculating a home vector. this vector 
results in a direct path to their nest in contrast to a meandering path while they search 
for food (collett and collett, 2002). mechanisms to record the travelled distance differ 
of course, if the animal is able to fly or if it is bound to the ground like ants, for instance. 
Whereas these have been shown to count the amount of steps during their foraging 
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trip (Wittlinger and Wolf, 2006), bees perceive the image flow on their eyes during 
flight to estimate the speed of their own forthcoming (srinivasan et al., 1996). both 
strategies – step counting or detection of image speed - serve to estimate the distance 
the individual animal has travelled. of course, the longer such a foraging trip is, the 
larger will be the error that is accumulating if the animal would only rely on path inte-
gration. therefore, it is no wonder that bees and ants also use visual landmarks that aid 
to find the correct path to the location. landmarks themself can be all salient objects 
bound to a certain position and to help the animal to guide its way. if available, ants and 
bees use these cues to orient along paths of visual landmarks to find their goal location, 
which is then called route following (collett et al., 1992; collett, 2010). the important 
role that landmarks play during navigation is also demonstrated by the fact that ants, 
instead of relying on path integration alone, can also navigate using landmarks, if the 
environment comprises objects suitable to guide their way (Wehner et al., 1996; Kohler 
and Wehner, 2005). 
but landmarks are not only used for global homing. they also play an important 
role in local homing as well. depending on their size different objects might be used as 
landmarks in different contexts. a tree trunk might be too small and common to serve 
as a landmark in global homing to indicate the direction of flight. but if the animal is 
already within a distance of a few metres to the goal location this tree trunk may appear 
unique on this small scale and will help the animal to find its way. the behavioural part 
of this work will be based solely on local navigation in the way it is described here.
ants as well as honeybees and bumblebees are capable of finding back to their 
nest reliably, and salient features in the surrounding have been shown to help them in 
doing so (cartwright and collett, 1979; de ibarra et al., 2009). What information about 
the neighbourhood of the nest do they actually store and how do they adjust their 
behaviour to perceive the information they need to find back to their desired goal 
location?
in the past, different hypotheses have been tested concerning different pos-
sibilities on what details of the environment the animals are storing to be able to return 
to a certain location. if the environment around the goal location is relatively sparse the 
shape of the skyline surrounding the goal location has been shown to help ants to find 
their way back to the nest (graham and cheng, 2009). in this case the ants learn the 
contours of the upper boundaries of the environment that are visible against the 
horizon. skyline-based navigation also involves the extraction of possible salient features 
in the skyline that help gauging the correct orientation with respect to such a salient 
feature or object. even a little easier for the animal is to remember the nest location, if 
there are landmarks close-by that can serve as a reference to indicate the precise goal 
location. With at least three landmarks it is possible to define the goal location unam-
biguously via the distance relationships or the relationship of retinal sizes of the objects 
on the eye of the perceiving animal. 
independent of objects in the close vicinity of the goal ants and honeybees also 
seem to compare the panoramic visual input while searching for the goal with a previ-
ously stored panoramic image that they acquired before leaving the goal location 
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(dittmar, 2011). this method has been termed snapshot matching. evidence exists for 
all these approaches to find a previously learned goal.
Motion vision as important source of  
spatial information in the context of navigation
independent of the mechanism bees and ants actually use to find their goal, it is clear 
that their vision sense plays an important role in solving this task. to resolve the relative 
positions of landmarks in the surrounding of a goal it is important to have information 
on their three-dimensional relationships. how do insects acquire this information? for 
humans it is quite easy to obtain depth information using their stereovision. as both 
eyes are several centimetres apart from each other, the differing images that are 
provided by both eyes reveal the depth structure of the surroundings at least within 
grasp distance. even if insects possessed stereoscopic vision this would work only on 
a much smaller scale, i.e. just a few millimetres, which means that it is behaviourally 
irrelevant at least in the context of navigation. in the context of spatial navigation and to 
be able to separate close objects from objects further away bees need to use optic 
flow (Koenderink, 1986; lehrer et al., 1988). now what is optic flow? optic flow is the 
movement of the perceived image on the eye caused by self-motion. as soon as you 
start moving you will notice that objects close-by move much faster on your eyes 
compared to more distant objects. 
optic flow in general is separable into a translational component and a rotational 
component. the rotational component does not provide information on the depth 
structure of the environment, as during a pure rotation all objects move with exactly the 
same speed on the eyes, no matter in what distance they are. depth information is only 
contained in the translational component, which lets the retinal images of close objects 
move faster and those of distant objects move slower. during normal flight these two 
components of optic flow are superimposed, e.g. optic flow via forward translation is 
perceived at the same time as optic flow via rotations around the vertical axis of the eye 
that might happen at the same time. to allow depth perception during flight bees, but 
also flies and birds have been shown to actively separate rotational from translational 
optic flow components (van hateren, 1997; eckmeier et al., 2008; boeddeker et al., 
2010). they compress the time during which they perceive rotational optic flow to very 
short moments of the flight that serve to adjust their flight course or gaze direction. 
these short turning events are called saccades. consequently, the remaining part of 
the flight consists on intersaccades that just contain translational optic flow allowing 
depth perception (Kern et al., 2005; egelhaaf et al., 2012).
during normal movement ants or bees perceive an enormous amount of visual 
information. depending on the behavioural context where the input is perceived, it 
might important for the animal to remember certain places and possibly also the visual 
input connected to these places. to be able to find back to places of interest like their 
hive or a valuable food source, honeybees and bumblebees perform a stereotyped 
movement pattern to gather information about the environment of this place and to 
ensure reliable return to it. these flights typically consist of a small set of separate 
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manoeuvres that in sum are referred to as learning flights. they definitely need these 
learning flights to be able to find the learned food source or the nest as experimentally 
preventing learning flights has been turned out to be sufficient to suppress learning of 
the goal location (lehrer, 1991). this impressively underlines the importance of a 
defined visual input for behavioural performance.  
the required movement patterns are very similar amongst flying Hymenoptera. 
When the insect starts off from a place that it needs to remember, it immediately faces 
the goal at first after starting off. it then performs sideways movements and slowly 
backs away from the goal location. the animal is performing arcs and loops around the 
goal location while increasing its distance and height from the goal location (Zeil et al., 
1996). during proceeding take-offs they repeat these flight manoeuvres as well, but 
the duration of the single segments of the learning flight decreases with growing 
experience in finding the goal location until it ceases completely. by changing elements 
in the animal’s familiar environment, in which the animal does not require learning flights 
any more, new learning flights become necessary for the animal to be able to find its 
way back to the goal location (return flights). 
various studies have focussed on structural differences and similarities between 
learning flights and return flights to elucidate possible recapitulations of the learning 
flight during return flights. different hypotheses exist on which parameters are especially 
important for the animal to gather the necessary information. Parameters that might 
play a role are viewing direction and the position of the goal location on the retina of 
the animal (Zeil et al., 1996; fry and Wehner, 2005) or the compass direction of the 
view (collett et al., 2013; Philippides et al., 2013). but bees also possess extensive 
learning capabilities in terms of visual learning of colours and shapes (horridge, 2009) 
that might also be used in navigation to find a goal. however, up to now it is unclear, 
which of these parameters are sufficient for successful navigation of the animal. in 
contrast to fixed positions of the goal on the animal’s eye or a certain flight angle to the 
goal location that the bees try to capture again while searching for a goal location, we 
argue differently. instead, we hypothesize dynamic cues, i.e. translational optic flow 
perceived during intersaccadic flight segments, to be particularly relevant for navigation 
performance (dittmar et al., 2010; braun et al., 2012). these flight segments provide 
strong translational optic flow and these segments are hardly interfered by rotational 
components that characterise the saccadic parts of flight. therefore the animal may 
acquire information about the depth structure of the goal location during intersaccadic 
parts of flight. to understand how this might be accomplished it is important to have a 
close look at the visual input of the animals during their navigation behaviour.
Project 1:  
Matching saccadic fine structure between honeybees  
and bumblebees during navigation behaviour
as insects are not able to move their eyes independent of their head, the perceived 
visual input is defined by the animal’s head orientation, thus critically influencing the 
perception of motion. for honeybees it recently has been elucidated during local 
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homing that the head serves to stabilize the visual input against rotational components 
of optic flow induced by the body (boeddeker et al., 2010). the rotations of the honey-
bee head that are necessary to reorient the gaze are compressed into small turns of the 
head (head saccades) much faster than the turns of the body (body saccades). 
in the first project of my Phd project we aimed to also reveal the fine structure 
of the head movements in bumblebees. We therefore recorded learning flights of freely 
flying bumblebees with high-speed cameras, after the bees have been trained to find 
an almost invisible food source that was placed between three salient landmarks. the 
bumblebees therefore had to learn the positional relationships of the food source to the 
landmarks to successfully find their goal. to be able to compare the results published 
for honeybees (boeddeker et al., 2010) with the newly acquired bumblebee data we 
used exactly the same flight arena and visual surrounding to record the bumblebees’ 
learning flights.
like in flies and honeybees we could determine the body saccades to start 
before and to end after the head saccades, indicating a larger speed of the head 
during saccades. compared to honeybees we find the speed of head saccades to 
exhibit a similar range with speeds between 250 °/s and 1500 °/s, which was rather 
surprising given the bumblebees’ larger body weight at similar body size. however, the 
weight of the head might still be in a similar range, which also means similar inertia that 
the animals have to overcome, leading to similar speeds of head saccades.
in addition we also demonstrated a consistent relationship between the duration, 
peak velocity and amplitude of the bumblebee head saccades, which is a phenomenon 
that has earlier been described for vertebrates and humans in particular, but never for 
insects. these relations might therefore be a common principle in the animal kingdom 
that might serve to reduce the effect of inaccuracies of the motoric system on the final 
head position after a saccade has ended.
for bumblebees, we report similar search times until finding the feeder in the 
midst of the landmark arrangement as well as the specific pattern of flight manoeuvres 
typical for learning and return flights of honeybees and bumblebees. this is particularly 
interesting as for the reference experiment using honeybees the experimenters trained 
honeybees from an outdoor hive to enter the arena to solve the navigation task, whereas 
in this account the whole experiment was accomplished indoors. this emphasizes the 
possibility to perform behavioural experiments under controlled conditions in an indoor 
environment without altering the animals’ natural behaviour.
through this experiment we now have obtained detailed knowledge on the fine 
structure and the dynamics of the bumblebee flight during a navigation task. the high-
speed recordings of their learning flights revealed the starting points of their character-
istic head saccades in fine temporal resolution. additionally, resolving the head orientation 
allows reconstruction of what the bee has seen in its visual field. this reconstruction is 
the key opening the door to what the bee is able to perceive of its environment and 
which features of the visual surrounding – like the spatial arrangement of objects or 
object texture - are represented in the visual system on the neuronal level. 
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The optic lobe of the insect brain
in insects, the brain area that is mainly involved in primary processing of visual information 
is the optic lobe, which exists twice in each brain, one optic lobe for each eye (see 
fig. 1a for an overview). compared to other brain components that are related to 
different sensory modalities the optic lobes occupy a large proportion of the overall 
brain volume of bees (mares et al., 2005) indicating a prominent role in the bees 
everyday life that it is worth spending resources on. 
the visual information is processed along a pathway through the several func-
tional levels the optic lobe consists of. to give an impression on what kind of information 
is extracted from the environment, i would like to introduce the different stages briefly 
(retina, lamina, medulla, lobula), focussing on the stage, from which i was able to achieve 
electrophysiological recordings during my work: the lobula (see also figure 1b).
 the first input stage of the insect eye is the retina. here light is being captured 
by the facet eye that consists of about 5400 single lenses (ommatidia) in honeybees 
(seidl and Kaiser, 1981) and between 3000 to 4000 in bumblebee workers (spaethe, 
2003), depending on the body size. Within each ommatidium there are principally eight 
main photoreceptors (r1–r8 and an additional ninth one, r9) that are sensitive to light 
of a particular range of wavelengths. Whereas in a single ommatidium the receptor 
distribution of two of those eight photoreceptors leads to sensitivity to uv light or blue 
light or both (r1 and r5), there are always six receptors sensitive to green light 
(Wakakuwa et al., 2007). these six photoreceptors are thought to be primarily involved 
the processing of motion information (Kaiser and liske, 1974; hausen and egelhaaf, 
1989). a single axon bundle projects to single cartridges in the lamina (sommer and 
Wehner, 1975) that is retinotopically arranged, meaning that neighbouring visual inputs 
that are perceived by the photoreceptors is also processed in neighbouring areas of 
the lamina. in the lamina – the first neuropile of the optic lobe - the incoming signals are 
processed to enhance changes in signal intensity and thereby enhancing its contrast 
as has been shown for Diptera (flies) (laughlin, 1994). from the lamina the information 
is also retinotopically transferred to the medulla, which comprises of eight layers (Paulk 
et al., 2009a) and contains the largest number of neurons within the optic lobe. due to 
a large number of physiological responses and a wide range of cell types that innervate 
the different layers of the medulla to a varying extent, the main task of the medulla is 
hard to grasp. it is known, however, that in this second neuropil of the optic lobe colour 
information as well as motion information are being processed and either distributed to 
different brain areas like the mushroom bodies (Paulk and gronenberg, 2008), the 
lateral protocerebrum in the central brain (Paulk et al., 2009b), or further processed in 
the third visual neuropil – the lobula, where the major visual pathway is leading to.
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Focus of interest for spatial vision in local navigation –  
the Lobula 
the hymenopteran lobula consists of six layers that are perpendicularly arranged to the 
layers of the medulla, and which are subdivided into the distal lobula (layers 1–4) and 
proximal lobula that consists of two layers (layers 5,6) (ribi and scheel, 1981; Paulk 
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Fig. 1. Overview on the bee brain.
A: the honeybee standard brain (hsb). neuropil areas defined in the hsb are shown in different colors. components of 
the midbrain area (protocerebral lobes, Pl, and subesophageal ganglion, sog) are fused and shown in transparency. 
 subcompartments of the protocerebral lobe and mushroom bodies are indicated in lower case letters. scale: 300 μm. Pl: 
protocerebral lobe; ppl: posterior protocerebral lobe, lo: lobula; me: medulla,
li: lip, co: collar, br: basal ring, lh: lateral horn, ot: optic tubercle, lac: lateral
accessory lobe, mc: median calyx, lc: lateral calyx, pe: peduncle, α: alpha-lobe,
β: beta-lobe, sog: suboesophageal ganglion. taken from rybak (2010)
B: summary diagram of visual pathways in the bee brain. the arrows indicate the direction of information flow. 
according to maronde (1991)
Fig. 1
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and gronenberg, 2008). the lobula contains two main classes of neurons that have 
been studied most. neurons with small receptive fields can be found as well as neurons 
with thick axons and wide arborisations that are called large-field cells as they integrate 
motion from a large area of the visual surroundings. these two prominent cell classes 
can also be found in the proximal lobula of hymenoptera not only on the basis of their 
morphology (meyer et al., 1986), but also by their typical activity profile responding to 
motion signals in a direction selective manner (devoe et al., 1982; hertel and maronde, 
1987). these large-field (also tangential) cells are of special importance for this study 
as their axons are thick enough to allow reliable intracellular recording with micropipettes 
during visual stimulation. during test experiments we were able to reliably record from 
these motion-sensitive and direction-selective neurons in honeybees as well as in 
bumblebees. the neurons of the lobula project into different areas of the brain, for 
instance to the contralateral lobula (devoe et al., 1982; maronde, 1991). but, as has 
been shown by Paulk and colleagues, about 90 % of large-field tangential neurons in 
the proximal lobula project into the superior lateral protocerebrum or inferior lateral 
protocerebrum (Paulk and gronenberg, 2008; Paulk et al., 2009b). 
these protocerebral structures serve to further process colour and visual motion 
information that is obtained via connections from the lobula, but also the medulla. 
additionally, neurons from other sensory modalities converge here, indicating a role as 
a general integration stage of the posterior protocerebrum. in which way the incoming 
information is used or processed remains unknown up to now. in addition to this area 
in the central part of the brain, there are also connections between the lobula and the 
calyces of the mushroom body (mobbs, 1982) that also is a multimodal integration 
centre in bees, which has been associated with learning and memory in insects (giurfa, 
2013). this variety of possible target areas makes wide-field neurons on the lobula 
especially appealing to study the representation of the close surroundings of an insect 
during a learning task like finding a food source between landmarks.
in my behavioural project, i took a close look at the fine temporal details of the 
flight manoeuvres that are necessary for the bees to acquire the information needed to 
solve a visual navigation task based on landmarks. so i now ask the next question: what 
information about the environment in general and the landmarks in particular are 
represented by the bee on a neuronal level, while solving a navigational task? 
Project 2:  
Does the bumblebee motion vision pathway convey landmark  
information during a navigation task?
to be able to solve its navigational tasks, i.e. relocating a barely visible goal, it is crucially 
important to allow the animals to perform learning flights. otherwise they won’t be 
able to target the goal location in later trials. this means that not only the flight in the 
vicinity of the goal location is sufficient to remember the place, but that also the flight 
motifs play a central role for local landmark-based navigation (collett et al., 2013; 
Philippides et al., 2013). the flight motifs obviously seem to provide the animal with a 
defined pattern of visual information that it needs to find back later on. therefore it is 
important to know, what bees actually perceive while performing such a learning flight.
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the first project allowed measuring the exact temporal dynamics of honeybee 
and bumblebee flight in a local navigation task. the objects that the bees used as land-
marks were either highly salient against the background or hardly visible by giving them 
a texture identical to that of the background and camouflaging them in this way. in a 
former study the search behaviour of honeybees was barely affected by these camou-
flaged landmarks, and the behavioural performance of the animals, i.e. the time until 
finding the feeder, was not affected by the camouflaged landmarks compared to the 
salient ones (dittmar et al., 2010). the question now is how are the objects represented 
neuronally in specific sections of the learning flights and what is the influence of the 
object texture on the neuronal response trace?
as it is not amenable to record neuronal activity from flying insects directly, i 
needed to reconstruct what a bumblebee has seen during flight. this flight should also 
not just be any flight, but flight in a behavioural context involving landmark learning. 
following an approach developed for flies (lindemann, 2003; Kern et al., 2005; 
Karmeier et al., 2006), i recorded position and head orientation of the bumblebee in 
the vicinity of the goal with two high-speed cameras. one camera recorded from the 
side and one from the top. this allowed three-dimensional reconstruction of the exact 
flight trajectory the bumblebee flew, while leaving the feeder that was positioned 
between a set of three landmarks. the reconstructed flight path can be replayed as an 
ego-perspective movie showing what a bee has seen while performing a learning flight. 
in the reconstruction i also integrated the exactly same distance relations between the 
bumblebee and the surrounding objects as well as the distances to the borders of the 
flight arena. if this movie is presented to a restrained bumblebee in a panoramic led-
based stimulus device (lindemann et al. 2003), the restrained bee perceives the same 
visual input as the bee has perceived during the corresponding behavioural experiment. 
this method depicts a major step towards recording neuronal responses that resemble 
those actually produced during real flight; especially as the objects that are represented 
are meaningful for the bee and the dynamics of the original changes is head orientation 
is retained. 
matched to the bees’ speed of motion processing the resolution of its eyes i 
displayed the reconstructed learning flight in its original version, but also additional 
versions of that movie containing single, targeted manipulations compared to the 
original reconstruction. i either changed the texture of the landmarks from high contrast 
to camouflaged landmarks carrying the same texture as the floor and wall of the arena. 
but i also removed either background or the landmarks from the movie. during the 
presentation of the movies, i recorded intracellularly from motion sensitive and direction-
selective neurons in the bee lobula, so i could unravel what details of the environment 
are part of the information flow that is perceived by the bee in a learning task. i could 
show that the objects that were acting as landmarks in the behavioural experiment are 
also represented in the bee visual motion pathway. also, it was evident that the measured 
neuronal responses were largely independent on the objects texture. this nicely matches 
the findings that honeybee navigation performance was not affected by the texture of 
the landmarks (dittmar et al., 2010). these data were measured during the phases of 
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translational optic flow (intersaccades), during which the bees are thought to be able 
to acquire distance information that is necessary for navigation.
surprisingly, objects also induced responses during head saccades, although 
the perceived visual signals during saccadic head movements are strongly dominated 
by rotations. i also found that during head saccades the texture of objects seems to be 
represented. the animals might therefore be able to extract different information at dif-
ferent phases of their flight.
Odour processing in the hymenopteran olfactory pathway
it is often hard to determine what kind of information the animal uses from the band of 
cues in the environment to control its behaviour. concerning the vision sense, a variety 
of cues including optic flow, shape, colour or polarized sunlight have been shown to be 
exploited by bees, depending on their availability (horridge, 2009). however, in natural 
environments behavioural actions of the animal are not determined exclusively by the 
visual input, but a whole range of other senses provides information about the sur-
roundings. among these the sense of smell is very important for bees. it is used in a 
variety of situations also in bumblebees to pick up messages from the pheromone 
producing queen, for example to stimulate more workers to collect food (granero et al., 
2005; molet et al., 2008). but also it has been shown that floral odours are shared 
within the hive (molet et al., 2009) to communicate newly found target plants that are 
valuable food sources that other bumblebees then try to find while foraging. this is in 
a slight contrast to honeybees, which exchange the collected nectar to inform nest 
mates about the flowers that they visited and also via indirect accumulation of the 
nectar’s odour in the hive (Wenner, 1969). Wenner could also show that bees were 
capable to find a new feeding site using olfaction. in addition to bees, also ants have 
been shown to approach valuable food sources by positioning themselves downwind 
to obtain olfactory cues (Wolf and Wehner, 2000). hence, also olfactory cues can act 
as important cue for navigating bees. 
 therefore, it is no wonder that in the honeybee a vast amount of studies 
concentrated on morphological aspects of the olfactory system (flanagan and mercer, 
1989; galizia et al., 1999; Kirschner et al., 2006; brill et al., 2013). the different 
processing stages of the olfactory pathway are known in great detail (Pareto, 1972; 
mobbs, 1982; Kirschner et al., 2006; sandoz, 2011). When odour molecules arrive at 
the antenna the molecules bind to receptors on the membrane of specific olfactory 
receptor neurons (orns) that are particularly sensitive to a certain type of odour 
molecules. the olfactory information is then transmitted via four sensory tracts to the 
first olfactory neuropil – the antennal lobe, which is the area i focussed on during my 
third project (see fig. 2 for an overview). the antennal lobe is sphere-shaped and 
consists of single, roundly shaped subunits that are arranged on the surface of that 
sphere. these subunits are called glomeruli and are the projection sites of the orns. 
interestingly, the number of orns is highly correlated with the number of glomeruli of 
the antennal lobe. all orns that express the same receptor type also connect to the 
same glomerulus (couto et al., 2005). 
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the number of glomeruli in the antennal lobe differs strongly between insects (Dro-
sophila: approx. 50 glomeruli) and even to a large amount within hymenoptera with 
leafcutter-ants possessing up to 440 glomeruli (Kelber et al., 2010), whereas there 
are just about 165 in honeybees (galizia et al., 1999). Within the glomeruli, the 
Fig. 2. The olfactory pathway of the honeybee. 
the illustration shows excitatory pathways involved in the transmission of olfactory information in the brain. the antennal 
lobe receives input from olfactory receptor neurons (orns), which detect odorants within placode sensilla on the antenna. 
in the glomeruli of the antennal lobe, orns contact  inhibitory local neurons (lns) that synapse onto other glomeruli,  
and projection neurons, which further convey processed information via different tracts. the lateral antenno-cerebral tract 
(l-aPt) projects first to the lateral horn (lh) and then to the mushroom body (mb) calyces. the medial tract (m-aPt) 
projects to the same structures, but in the reverse order. these pathways depict parallel olfactory subsystems (in green  
and in magenta), conveying information from the antennal lobe in the periphery to higher order processing stages. further 
structures indicated with abbreviations: Kenyon cells (Kc), extrinsic neurons (en), vertical lobe (v), horizontal lobe (h), 
 medulla (me), lobula (lo). modified after sandoz (2011)
Fig. 2
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incoming orn-fibres connect to one of two classes of neurons. they either synapse 
in a divergent manner to the about 4000 intrinsic, mostly inhibitory, local interneurons 
(flanagan and mercer, 1989) that interconnect the different glomeruli or they synapse 
to projection neurons (Pn). the projection neurons are mostly connected to a single 
glomerulus (uniglomerular) and project to the higher-order integration stages, namely 
the mushroom bodies and the lateral horn, via a dual olfactory pathway, i.e. the lateral 
antenno-protocerebral tract (l-aPt) and the medial antenno-protocerebral tract (m-aPt). 
the glomeruli of the upper part of the antennal lobe are innervated by the l-aPt neurons 
and the lower fraction of antennal lobe glomeruli by m-aPt neurons.
this pathway is unique for hymenoptera (bees, ants, wasps) and allows trans-
mitting signals from the glomeruli first to the mushroom bodies and afterwards to the 
lateral horn (m-aPt, approx. 410 Pn) or vice versa (l-aPt, approx. 510 Pn) (rybak, 
2012). slight differences in the information transmitted by these two pathways have 
only recently been demonstrated at the input level of the corresponding glomerular 
subsystems (l-subsystem, m-subsystem), although both pathways receive similar 
sensory input (carcaud et al., 2012). 
the coding of olfactory information is certainly a fascinating topic. other as 
visual stimuli that can be described by a distinct set of variables, such as their bright-
ness and spectral properties, the different dimensions of odour stimuli are much more 
abstract (laurent, 2002). the receptors at the antennae respond to a certain range of 
chemical features and get activated by them (couto et al., 2005). as most receptors 
are tuned quite broadly, a certain molecule might be able to bind at different types of 
receptors leading to a specific activation pattern of orns that is also conveyed to the 
glomeruli of the antennal lobe. the local interneurons in the antennal lobe contribute via 
inhibitory connections between glomeruli to a sharpening of the overall antennal lobe 
activity pattern. 
this activity pattern can be visualized with the help of optical imaging of calcium 
activity in the antennal lobe. as the concentration of intracellular calcium is an indirect 
indicator of neuronal activity, specific dyes that bind to calcium and then change their 
fluorescence properties can visualize the neuronal activity in brain areas that can be 
monitored using fluorescence microscopy. With this approach, much progress has 
been made in recent years in the honeybee with respect to understanding perception 
of odour stimuli and their representation in the antennal lobe (sachse et al., 1999; 
sachse and galizia, 2002; carcaud et al., 2012). 
 Whereas there is plenty of knowledge on honeybee odour processing available 
by now, only scarce information exists about the bumblebee olfactory system and its 
antennal lobe, in particular. odour-induced calcium activity patterns in the bumblebee 
antennal lobe have not been visualized before. also, an analysis of the wiring scheme 
of the al input tracts by means of confocal microscopy was lacking up to the start of 
my third project. to be able to analyse functional properties of the bumblebee antennal 
lobe, i first needed to clarify the anatomical characteristics in more detail. 
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Project 3: 
Odour coding in the bumblebee antennal lobe
on a superficial level the brain surfaces of honeybees and bumblebees look quite similar 
(mares et al., 2005). apart from that superficial view, particular knowledge on the 
bumblebee’s sensory pathway is scarce. especially as the bumblebee olfactory path-
way has not been studied with present-day methods, we still had just a glimpse on the 
anatomical structure of this pathway. in an older study the structure of the antennal 
lobe and partly also of the different sensory input tracts has been described on the 
basis of cobalt stainings (fonta and masson, 1985). thus, an approach using more 
elaborated methodology was necessary. 
at first, i therefore inserted dye into the antennal nerve to stain the pathway from 
the orns to their single projection areas along the antennal lobe. using confocal 
microscopy i was able to identify the major input afferent tracts to the antennal lobe 
that strongly resemble those described in honeybees (Kirschner et al., 2006). these 
antennal stainings also allowed a clear detection of the single glomeruli of the antennal 
lobe. based on antennal staining we also reconstructed a complete antennal lobe with 
its single glomeruli. counting the number of glomeruli of several stained antennal lobes 
indicated that their number is slightly lower in comparison to the honeybee antennal 
lobe. nevertheless the general structure of the antennal lobe turned out to be very 
similar.
in a next step we applied the calcium indicator fura-2 dextran to a position 
where we estimated the l-aPt to reside and successfully stained this projection neuron 
tract. as the glomeruli projecting via the l-aPt pathway are located at the top of the 
antennal lobe, this allowed easier access. the dye proceeded back to the synapses in 
the single glomeruli of the antennal lobe and allowed us therefore to present odour 
stimuli to explore odour representation in the bumblebee antennal lobe. to allow optimal 
comparison with available honeybee data we used a set of floral odours that has also 
been used in earlier studies (guerrieri et al., 2005; carcaud et al., 2012) on honeybees. 
the odour stimulus set consisted of highly concentrated odours that bumblebee will 
frequently encounter in their natural habitats. We used 16 different pure, highly con-
centrated odorants that differed only in the size of their carbon chain length (c6 till c9) 
and their functional group (4 different groups: primary alcohol, secondary alcohol, 
aldehyde and ketone). this permitted us to study the influence of molecule size and 
functional groups on the antennal lobe response pattern. several measures can 
be calculated to assess the measured fluorescence signals. the most direct one is 
measuring the overall intensity of emitted light during olfactory stimulation compared to 
the non-stimulated activity. this intensity was measured for a defined section of the 
recorded image, which in our case was the whole antennal lobe. similar to honeybees 
the intensity measure indicated a strong correlation with the single molecules vapour 
pressure, a measure that indicates the volatility of odour molecules at a given tem-
perature at a given air pressure. the intensity measures of stimulus odours were found 
to drop with increasing carbon chain length.
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to estimate the similarity of antennal lobe response patterns, i calculated the 
euclidian distance between pixels of the mean fluorescence image of the camera for 
each odour in the stimulus set. based on values for each pair of odours that can be 
compared i calculated multidimensional analyses that are used to uncover meaningful 
dimensions that explain the observed differences among a certain dataset. this tech-
nique revealed that the carbon chain length and the general functional group of a 
molecule can be distinguished on the basis of the first three dimensions that in total 
explain about two thirds of the overall variability of the data.
finally, i was able to relate the measured intensities and the calculated euclidian 
distances that i determined in bumblebees with the corresponding datasets that were 
acquired in a parallel study for honeybees (carcaud et al, in preparation). strong cor-
relations further indicated a high similarity of honeybee and bumblebee odour coding. 
these analyses together depict a first step towards understanding primary odour 
coding properties in the bumblebee. furthermore, this study depicts the first study 
using optical imaging in the bumblebee antennal lobe and therefore serves as a proof-
of-concept. still, a variety of still open problems bear potential for future studies in 
this area. clearly, the next step would be to clarify, if single bumblebee glomeruli are 
responding with homologous response patterns as compared to glomeruli that are 
identified in the honeybee brain (galizia et al., 1999).
Final considerations 
this study combines behavioural analysis on animals navigating in a controlled laboratory 
environment, while showing a complex facet of their natural behaviour, with experiments 
at the neural level. in this respect this approach overcomes the old challenge to observe 
true natural behaviour while still controlling external parameters in a lab environment, 
but at the same time being able to unravel the underlying neural machinery. how this 
might be achieved best is controversial since the days of Karl von frisch and nikolaas 
tinbergen. their way of addressing research questions frequently comprised also 
comparing species that vary in certain aspects of their lifestyle and allow testing 
specific hypotheses that might otherwise be hard to address. 
in present-day there is some pressure on behavioural and neuroscientific research 
to focus on so-called model systems like Drosophila in insects. this approach rests to 
some extent on the assumption that certain findings obtained in one species can be 
generalised to other species, at least, if no explicit evidence is speaking against this 
assumption. this assumption is, however, not trivial and there remains always the 
question of how related different species really are and, in the end, whether findings 
published for a certain species can be generalised. 
in the context of vision honeybees and bumblebees have been found to be quite 
similar. this is, for instance, already obvious at the first processing step in the retina, 
where the spectral sensitivity functions of honeybee and bumblebee photoreceptors 
are almost identical (Peitsch et al., 1992). nevertheless, within 90 million years of separate 
evolution major changes may have taken place. for instance, the honeybee evolved a 
refined communication system between individuals of the same hive, whereas 
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bumblebees are only regarded as primitively eusocial. still, the navigational capacities 
of both species as well as basic properties of their olfactory systems are astonishingly 
similar as i could show in my first and third project, respectively. 
comparing both species, however, has not been the primary goal of my projects. 
originally, it was rather a by-product, as the naturalistic behaviourally generated visual 
stimuli to be used in my electrophysiological experiments on bumblebees had to be 
based on bumblebee behaviour. this, however, allowed detailed comparisons between 
bumblebees and honeybees concerning navigation behaviour. the comparative per-
spective has then been extended in my third project to the olfactory system. i could 
show in all my projects with a broad range of methods applied, at both the behavioural 
as well as neural level, that bumblebees are highly versatile animals that also possess 
several advantages as an experimental system over honeybees. bumblebees allow to 
employ a wide range of experimental approaches and are additionally quite robust, 
easy to keep and available throughout the year.
to sum up this line of argumentation: my account does not intend to replace the 
honeybee as an experimental animal, but might provide further reasons to establish the 
bumblebee as an interesting and fascinating experimental system on its own right in 
the field of neuroethological research.
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abstract
flying insects change their flight direction by combinations of roll, yaw and pitch rota-
tions of their body. by turning the orientation of their flight motor they are able not only 
to change flight direction, but even to fly sideways and backwards. many insects 
employ head movements that are independent of their body movements to stabilise 
gaze. here we use high-speed video equipment to record head- and body-movements 
of the bumblebee Bombus terrestris approaching and departing from a food source 
that was located between three landmarks in an indoor flight-arena. during these navi-
gation flights the flight paths consist of straight flight segments combined with rapid 
turns. these short and fast yaw turns (“saccades”) are in most cases accompanied by 
even faster head yaw turns. between saccades gaze stabilization leads to a behavioural 
elimination of rotational components from the optical flow pattern, which facilitates 
depth perception  from motion parallax. the time course of single head saccades is 
very stereotypical. We find a consistent relationship between the duration, peak velocity 
and amplitude of saccadic head movements, which resembles in its main characteris-
tics the so-called “saccadic main sequence” in humans. saccades in bumblebees – 
like in many animals – are highly stereotyped, which hints at a common principle that 
reliably reduces the time during which the eye moves by fast and precise motor 
control.
introduction
insects such as bees, wasps and ants, use salient objects as landmarks to accurately 
find their way back to newly discovered food sources (collett and collett, 2002; Zeil, 
2012). the basic design of behavioural experiments aimed at finding out what features 
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the homing insects actually use, is to allow them to become accustomed to distinct 
visual features close to a place of interest, i.e. their feeding site, and then displacing or 
modifying these cues with the aim of observing where and how they would search for 
the goal. from such experiments it is clear that insects use the retinal size and position, 
the colour, distance and texture of landmarks (cartwright and collett 1983, cartwright 
and collett 1979, cheng et al. 1986, lehrer and collett 1994, fry and Wehner 2005, 
dittmar et al. 2011) as well as skyline elevations (graham and cheng 2009) for homing. 
recent experiments with landmarks that are camouflaged by carrying the same texture 
as the background, suggest that honeybees can also exploit dynamic cues like the 
optic flow pattern to pinpoint the goal location (dittmar et al. 2010). 
to understand how the insects find home, i.e. to unravel the behavioural mecha-
nisms with which bees extract spatial information from their retinal input and how they 
use this information to guide their learning and return flights, it is crucial to analyse the 
organization of their behaviour (Zeil et al. 2008). in the past years, research has 
increasingly focussed on bumblebees to study hymenopteran flight. one important 
reason for using bumblebees instead of honeybees is the possibility to house them in-
doors, which allows experiments throughout the year (riveros and gronenberg, 2009). 
bumblebees are also, compared to honeybees, more robust, which makes them suitable 
for several neurobiological approaches like calcium imaging (Pfeiffer and Kinoshita, 
2011) or single cell intracellular recording (Paulk et al., 2008, 2009a, 2009b). addi-
tionally, bumblebees show a very similar behavioural repertoire and learning ability as 
honeybees do. therefore, similar experimental paradigms can be used for honeybees 
and bumblebees e.g. in pattern discrimination experiments (dyer and chittka, 2004a; 
morawetz and spaethe, 2012), or conditioning studies exploiting the proboscis exten-
sion response (dyer and chittka, 2004b). but in particular, they are exquisitely capable 
to solve navigational tasks (hempel de ibarra et al., 2009; lihoreau et al., 2012) 
bumblebees like honeybees and wasps have evolved highly structured flight 
patterns for place learning, often called learning or turn-back-and-look-flights (lehrer, 
1991, 1993). they perform turn-back-and-look (tbl) flights when leaving their nest for 
the first time or when leaving a newly discovered food source. these learning routines 
are crucial for subsequent successful homing (reviewed in Zeil, boeddeker and stürzl 
2009) and indicate an active vision strategy that helps bees to navigate by utilizing 
translational optic flow (dittmar et al. 2010). the specific pattern of optic flow moving 
animals experience is determined by both the layout of the environment and by the 
animal’s behaviour (gibson 1950; lappe 2000). depending on their flight style bees 
can, like other flying animals, experience two basic types of image motion patterns, one 
is due to rotations of the eyes (rotational optic flow) and one is due to translations – 
translational optic flow (Koenderink and doorn, 1987). the rotational optic flow com-
ponent is generated by orientation changes of the eye; image displacements have 
uniform directions across the visual field and amplitudes are independent of the dis-
tance to objects. in contrast, optic flow generated by a pure translation depends on the 
direction and speed of the movements and on the distance of objects in the world. the 
pattern of optic flow during translational movements therefore contains range information 
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as images of close objects move faster across the retina than those of more distant 
objects. optic flow is therefore shaped by the organisation of behaviour, and there are 
several examples that suggest that the specific mode and pattern of movement facili-
tates visual information processing, creating favourable conditions for image analysis 
(Zeil and boeddeker, 2008; egelhaaf et al., 2012).
head and eye movements can shape and reduce the complexity of optic flow. 
during view-based homing the bees’ flight style facilitates depth perception from motion 
parallax (boeddeker et al., 2010; dittmar et al., 2010; braun et al., 2012): the bees’ 
trajectories consist of straight flight segments combined with rapid turns about the 
vertical axis of the bee. by analogy with human eye movements, these rapid changes of 
gaze direction have been called saccades (collett and land, 1975). between sac-
cades gaze direction is mostly constant since head stabilizing movements largely keep 
the head stable with respect to rotation, eliminating rotational optic flow. as a result, 
head orientation in free flight is stabilized around all three rotational axes for most of the 
time except for fast changes in the horizontal gaze direction that serve to compress the 
visual system’s exposure to rotational optic flow into very brief moments in time. gaze 
changes involve coordinated head- and body movements, whereby head saccades are 
faster and shorter than body saccades (de ibarra et al., 2009, boeddeker and hemmi 
2010). a seminal study shows how precisely blowflies compensate rotations of the 
thorax in flight by counter rotations of the head relative to the thorax (schilstra & van 
hateren 1998; van hateren & schilstra 1999). if the fly’s or bee’s head were fixed to 
its thorax such fast rotations would have great impact on vision, as the reference 
coordinate system of the visual system would keep changing rapidly and frequently. in 
locusts and blowflies it has been shown that the processing of depth information from 
motion parallax crucially depends on a precise gaze stabilisation against rotations 
(Kern et al. 2006; collett 1978).
here, we analyse the fine structure of bumblebees’ horizontal head and body 
turns in the context of local spatial navigation. in bees and other insects, the direction 
of gaze is determined by the orientation of the head; they cannot move their eyes relative 
to the head capsule. We recorded eye- and body-movements of bumblebees during a 
homing task to investigate how they shift gaze during their tbl and return flights and 
discuss the impact of structured gaze movements on visual motion processing.
material and methods
General procedure
We obtained commercial bumblebee hives from Koppert (berkel en rodenrijs, the 
netherlands). the bumblebees where taken from their original carton box and then 
housed in custom-built Perspex boxes (300 mm × 200 mm × 300 mm) that where con-
nected to the experimental apparatus by a plastic tube (length of 500 mm, diameter of 
30 mm). the sidewall of the circular flight arena (diameter of 1.95 m) was 500 mm high 
and covered with the same red-white gaussian blurred random dot pattern as the 
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arena floor. We used only bumblebee workers for the experiments. bumblebees were 
trained to collect sugar solution from a transparent feeder in a circular flight arena. 
bees that continued to visit the feeder regularly were individually marked with acrylic 
paint on thorax and abdomen. these bees were then trained to associate the food 
reward with a constellation of three cylinders we will refer to as landmarks. the whole 
setup, the training and the recording procedures were similar to those used in a study, 
where the performance of honeybees in locating the feeder was probed by targeted 
modifications of landmark texture and the landmark-feeder arrangement (dittmar et al., 
2010). the data for the search duration of honeybees (fig. 1b) was also taken from the 
study by dittmar et al. (2010).
Experimental setup
landmarks had a height of 250 mm and a diameter of 50 mm and were covered with 
homogeneously red paper. they were placed at different distances (100, 200, 400 mm) 
around the feeder, at angles of 120° to each other with the feeder in their centre (fig. 1). 
a drop of sugar solution was provided on the feeder, which was made of an upright 
Perspex cylinder (100 mm high, 20 mm diameter) carrying a Perspex disc (5 mm high, 
40 mm diameter) on top. a dome of white cloth surrounded and covered the upper part 
of the flight arena to prevent the bees from seeing external visual cues. indirect illu-
mination was provided by eight dedo-lights (dlh4; 150 W each) placed outside the 
cloth around the arena and by nine 50 W halogen lamps from above. all lights ran on 
dc power and were positioned symmetrically with respect to the arena centre. 
Recording sessions
departing and approach flights were recorded from a distance of about 2 m above the 
flight arena with a high-speed digital stereo camera system. two synchronised video 
cameras (redlake motionPro500) where positioned above the arena and allowed us to 
measure the position and orientation of the body length axis at 250 frames/sec with a 
resolution of 1024 × 1024 pixels in each view. the optical axis of one of the two stereo 
cameras was levelled with respect to gravity and pointed straight down. the visual field 
of the cameras covered an area of about 1 m2 around the landmark arrangement. video 
sequences were stored as uncompressed 8-bit image files in tiff format on computer 
hard disk for off-line processing. With these parameter settings the maximum recording 
time was restricted by the onboard memory of our video cameras to 16 s.
Data analysis 
the position of the bee and the orientation of its body length axis were automatically 
determined in each video frame by custom-built software in some image sequences 
(https://opensource.cit-ec.de/projects/ivtools). this was done for both cameras of the 
stereo video camera system. We determined the bee’s body yaw angle from the levelled 
camera that viewed the flight arena from above (top view). for camera calibration and 
3d stereo triangulation we used the camera calibration toolbox for matlab by bouguet 
(1999). 3d coordinates and the yaw body orientation of the bee were then low-pass 
filtered (second-order butterworth filter) with a cut-off frequency of 20 hz. 
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We also used our custom-built computer program to measure the bee’s head 
position and yaw orientation in the image sequences. the centre of the bee’s head was 
manually marked by clicking on it in every frame of the sequence. a region of interest 
(roi, size 90 × 90 pixels) was then automatically defined around the centre of the 
head. a new image was generated on the computer screen from this roi and rotated 
by moving the computer mouse until the bee’s head appeared straight on the computer 
monitor. the inverse of the angle, which was used to straighten the image, then gave 
the yaw orientation of the bee’s head relative to the orientation of the camera. orientation 
measurements were greatly facilitated by this method and tracking errors were easy to 
detect this way. We checked the positional precision of our methods using markers 
with known positions in the flight arena. We analysed differences of orientation meas-
urements of the bee’s head that were done by two different observers in a given image 
sequence. these differences were on average smaller than 1°. We also compared 
manual and automatic measurements of the bee’s body orientation and found that 
differences were also smaller than 1°. these operations, the statistical testing and all 
further calculations, e.g. the quantification of saccades amplitudes, velocities and 
durations were done in matlab (the mathworks, natick, ma, usa).
results
after some training bees travelled regularly through the plastic tubing between hive box 
and flight arena. they entered the arena via a hole in its sidewall, where, in the early 
training phase, they immediately encountered the feeder. during this early training 
phase at the beginning of the experiment, they were made to find the feeder in a 
stepwise manner, starting with a Perspex feeder that was conspicuously marked by 
coloured rubber tape, located directly at the entrance, so that they could walk to the 
feeder. later in training they flew towards the feeder (f in fig. 1a) that was then placed 
between three landmarks and made less conspicuous by removing the tape. the bees 
often performed learning flights both, at the entrance of the flight arena and also at the 
feeder during departure. this was especially the case when we had changed the 
position or the appearance of the feeder. these flights are thought to enable bees to 
store and reacquire similar nest-focused views during learning and return flights (lehrer, 
1993; collett et al., 2013). We recorded their flight trajectories in the vicinity of the 
landmark arrangement using two high-speed cameras and measured the time needed 
to land on the feeder after entering the flight arena (n = 4; 33 flights). trained bumble-
bees needed only about ten seconds to find the feeder in this experiment, demonstrating 
their extraordinary homing capabilities. for comparison we plot honeybee search times 
(n = 14; 68 flights; dittmar et al.), which seem to take a little longer to find the feeder, 
most likely because we focussed on a few highly trained bumblebees (fig. 1b).
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Fig. 1. Flight arena and behavioural performance in the arena.
A: We trained honeybees and bumblebees to enter the arena via a hole in the sidewall. they were required to find a perspex 
feeder f between three landmarks placed around the feeder at different distances. under indirect, uniform light conditions 
we recorded flight trajectories in the vicinity of the landmark arrangement using two high-speed cameras. 
B: boxplots of the time required for honeybees (n = 14; 68 flights) and bumblebees (n = 4; 33 flights) to land on the 
 feeder. time was stopped when touching the feeder during landing. box symbols: central horizontal line within the box – 
 median; box edges represent 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers – most extreme data points that are not outliers 
(> 75th percentile +1.5* box size or < 25th percentile – 1.5* box size). 
C: histogram of bumblebee flight times when changing the position of the landmark arrangement within the arena, while 
maintaining the geometry of the landmark arrangement (n = 74 flights). boxplot legend same as in b. Pictograms below  
the boxplot indicate the position of the landmark arrangement in the flight-arena. the arrow at the top of each pictogram 
 denotes the entrance to the flight-arena.
Fig. 1
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to test whether the bumblebees really learned the landmark arrangement or rather 
relied on additional navigational mechanisms like path integration, we changed the 
position of the landmark arrangement within the arena, while maintaining the geom-
etry of the landmark arrangement (n = 74 flights) constant. this did not drastically 
change the search times (fig. 1c). the search times are significantly different for the 
two alternative locations compared to the main training and filming site (Kruskal-Wallis 
test; p = 0.02), but well within the range of honeybee search times. the search time for 
the two alternative locations are not significantly different from each other, even though 
bees had to fly a much shorter path to one of the two feeder locations (Kruskal-Wallis 
test; p = 0.8). it is therefore unlikely that the bees were predominantly using path 
integration or other visual cues available in the circular flight arena to find the feeder 
and mostly relied on using the three cylinders as landmarks. 
bumblebees performed a “turn-back-and-look” (tbl) learning flight on leaving 
the feeder the first few times (fig. 2a). We analysed high-speed recordings of such 
learning flights and the following return flights to assess the visual input bumblebees 
perceive and to relate commonalities between learning and return flights that might 
improve the bees’ local navigation performance. during these flights, the bee’s body 
yaw direction is kept nearly constant except for brief periods when yaw orientation 
changes quickly (fig. 2b). these yaw body turns (‘body saccades’) are often accompa-
nied by even faster head yaw turns (‘head saccades’). the body saccade starts slightly 
earlier compared to the head saccade and also ends later compared to the shorter 
head saccades. the time course of body and head yaw orientation is very similar, with 
the difference that the head orientation is more constant than body yaw orientation 
between saccades and angle changes of the head are performed in a more step-like 
manner. maximum head yaw velocities are therefore higher for the head than for the 
bee’s body, since the times with only little rotations are longer between saccades for 
the head (fig. 2c). this flight pattern of bumblebees is very similar to that of honeybees 
(boeddeker et al. 2010). since the bee’s head position and orientation determine the 
visual input, we will focus only on head coordinates in the following. 
We divided the data of learning and return flights into the two characteristic phases: 
‘saccades’, when angular velocities of the head reach up to 1500 °/sec (fig. 2c), and 
‘intersaccades’, when the yaw orientation of the head is kept virtually constant. for de-
tecting saccades we used a yaw angular velocity threshold criterion and a criterion that 
was sensitive to the direction of movement; this procedure was derived from the meth-
od used in (van hateren & schilstra 1998). only if the absolute value of saccade veloc-
ity exceeded 200 °/sec, and the head moved in this direction for at least five frames 
(= 20 ms) a turn was classified as saccade. once saccades were detected this way, 
we determined the maximum angular velocity and went 70 ms back and 70 ms forth in 
time to also capture the rising and falling phase of the angular velocity. We then 
searched again for the start and end points of every single saccade as defined by the 
yaw angular velocity threshold criterion (> 200 °/sec) and a duration criterion (same 
direction for at least four frames). to compare the characteristics of head saccades 
during learning and return flights, we calculated histograms of the amplitudes, velocities 
and durations of head saccades (fig. 3). 
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Fig. 2. Example of turn-back-and-look flight (TBL). 
A: top view of the typical flight trajectory of a bumblebee departing from the feeder (light grey circle). the position of the 
bee’s head is shown every 16 ms. during the initial sections of this “turn-back-and-look” (tbl) flight the bee is facing the 
goal while backing away from it. the three landmarks are drawn in dark grey.
B: head yaw angle (red) and body yaw angle (black) for the flight shown in a. it illustrates that the bee’s head orientation 
(black) can deviate considerably from the yaw orientation of its body. the head usually turns with the thorax but at a higher 
angular speed, starting and finishing slightly earlier. 
C: head (red) and body (black) yaw angular velocity for the same flight. head saccades partially coincide with body 
 saccades, but not each body saccade leads to a head saccade. inset: magnification of the yaw velocities illustrating the 
 coincidence of saccadic head and body saccades.
Fig. 3. Angular velocity and amplitude distributions. 
histograms for the amplitude, velocity and duration of head saccades are calculated from a total of 443 saccadic head 
movements for different head saccade size classes. saccades were detected as peaks in yaw angular velocity. 
each data plot is normalized to sum up to one. A, C, E: tbl flight saccade size, saccade velocity and saccade duration 
(n = 74). B, D, F: angular velocity and amplitude distributions for return flights (n = 443). 
Fig. 3
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it turned out that these are fairly similar for the two types of flights, with broadly distrib-
uted data in head yaw angles between 5° and about 60° (fig. 3a, b), but also – to a 
lesser degree - for the saccade duration that typically last for between 45 ms to 135  ms 
(fig. 3e, f). a small difference between learning flights and return flights is visible in the 
data of saccade yaw velocities: saccades with high angular velocity appear to occur 
slightly more often during return flights (fig. 3c, d). this could be due to the stereotypical 
flight choreography of learning flights, where the animal moves in loops and arcs in 
short straight flight segments during which gaze direction is kept constant. these 
segments are linked by saccadic head movements against the direction of the pivoting 
arc around the goal location. the saccadic head movements during learning flights 
seem to be part of an inherent motor programme that is present and very similar in all 
flying hymenopteran insects that have been analysed in detail (boeddeker et al. 2010; 
Zeil et al 2012). saccades during search flights appear to be distributed less regularly 
and less stereotypical in their sequence although they also share many similarities or 
‘motifs’ with learning flights (Philippides et al. 2013). the occurrence of larger saccades 
during return flights than during learning flights might facilitate faster scanning of a larger 
part of the surroundings of the goal. 
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resolving saccades at a finer time scale we see that all saccades show a similar 
pattern following a stereotyped time course that does not much change with saccade 
velocity (fig. 4). although the distribution of measured saccade parameters is quite 
broad, we find a tight relationship between the angular velocity and the angular ampli-
tude of saccadic head yaw turns during tbl flights (Pearson’s r = 0.81 for all head 
saccades; see also fig. 5a). although saccade peak velocities range from below 250 
to 1500 °/sec, the angular velocity profile of saccadic head movements is very similar 
for different head saccade sizes (fig. 2a). the time course of saccades is symmetrical, 
which can be best seen in the yaw acceleration profiles. these acceleration profiles are 
symmetrical with respect to the maximum yaw velocity (0 ms relative to the peak of the 
saccade). only the profiles of the two largest saccade amplitude classes (1200 °/s– 
1500 °/s and < 1500 °/s), which is only present during return flights) are significantly 
asymmetrical. for quantification of this finding we took the integral of the acceleration 
profile from -38 ms to 0 ms and subtracted the second half of this profile for every 
saccade (0 ms to 38 ms). if there is an asymmetry this value should differ from zero. 
only the two large saccade classes proofed to be significantly different from the others 
(Kruskal-Wallis test; p < 0.01). thus, from the saccade velocity profiles, large saccades 
appear to be magnified versions of small saccades. to quantify this, we fitted gaussian 
velocity profiles to all saccades within the different size classes using the ‘fminsearch’ 
function in matlab to fit an 80 ms long gaussian curve to the yaw velocity profile of 
every single saccade. the fitting parameters were the location of the mean, sigma 
(standard deviation), the offset value, and the gain value). We find that the scaling 
(gain) is indeed the main factor that determines the difference between small and large 
saccades since. saccade width, estimated by the gaussian fit to be in the range of 10 ms 
to 15 ms, is similar for all saccades independent of their size (Kruskal Wallis test, 
p = 0.27). the kinematics of the different sized saccades seems to be determined by 
a tightly controlled and stereotypical motor programme. 
as another characteristic feature of bumblebee head saccades we can identify 
the tight relationship between the velocity with which the head moves and the saccade 
amplitude. saccade amplitude and velocity are closely related (fig. 5a; r = 0.84). 
saccadic duration, as determined with the algorithm described above, increases in a 
non-linear manner as the amplitudes (size) of saccades increase from about 30 ms for 
the smallest to over 100 ms for the largest saccades (fig. 5b). even though the 
Fig. 4. Average saccade amplitude, velocity and acceleration profiles. 
saccade-triggered averages of head yaw orientation (A), velocity (B) and acceleration (C) for all return (left) and tbl 
flights (right) around the peak velocity of each saccade from all saccades that fall within one of the velocity classes.  
all but the smallest and the largest velocity classes have a width of 300°/s and the numbers give the mean of the  
respective class (see legend). the shaded areas around the average lines (mean) depict the standard error of the mean. 
the angular velocity profile of saccadic head movements is very similar for different head saccade size classes and  
also for the two types of flights.
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underlying motor programme might be very similar for the different sized saccades, the 
durations are different. this might seem slightly paradoxical in the first place, but is 
mainly a consequence that the saccade-defining threshold is earlier reached due to the 
higher velocity of large saccades than in small saccades through a stronger acceleration. 
the strong relationship between saccade duration and saccade amplitude (fig. 5b; 
 r = 0.74) further indicates that saccades follow a strict pattern and again demonstrates 
that saccades are highly stereotypical movements that mainly differ in their velocity.
discussion
Why is it so important for flying animals to control the orientation of the optic flow field? 
We assume that the facilitation of depth perception from motion parallax is one important 
reason, because visual mechanisms that exploit the translational components of optic 
flow for odometry or depth perception are likely to break down, if contaminated by 
strong rotational optic flow.
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Fig. 5 Correlation between saccade duration, peak velocity and amplitude of saccadic head movements. 
the saccade duration was calculated from the start and end points as determined with the saccade finding algorithm that 
uses a combined velocity threshold and slope criterion (see results section). saccades from the two kinds of flight both 
follow a strict pattern and show very similar characteristics on the fine time scale analysed here. for this reason we take the 
two types together for the correlation analysis. figure a shows a strong relationship between saccade amplitude and 
velocity (Pearson’s r = 0 .84) and b also demonstrates that saccades are highly stereotypical movements with the duration 
and saccade amplitude being closely related (r = 0 .74). Please note that the pattern that is visible in b is due to the 
sampling interval of our high-speed video system (4ms). 
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Which sensory cues do bees exploit to orient their head and  
how are head and body movements coordinated? 
a recent study shows that flying honeybees stabilise head roll orientation visually 
(boeddeker & hemmi 2009), and that vision dominantly controls head roll rotations. 
however, many details of the mechanisms controlling the bees’ head and body rota-
tions remain to be determined. also the question what other sensory and neuronal 
mechanisms might assist in stabilising gaze against roll and yaw rotations during flight 
remains unsolved. a possible role may be attributed to hard-wired motor programs that 
might assist head-body coordination in both bees and flies. in vertebrates, similar forward 
models were proposed to predict the sensory consequences of actions and are thought 
to play a crucial role for understanding motor control (Wolpert & ghahramani 2000). 
moreover, there is recent evidence from invertebrates for the predictive modulation of 
sensory processes by motor output (Webb, 2004; huston and Jayaraman, 2011). 
information on saccade timing and rotational optic flow might be conveyed to neck 
muscles to keep the head levelled except for the brief periods of saccadic head orienta-
tion changes. 
What is the functional advantage of the  
stereotypical eye movements? 
saccadic head movements in bumblebees share many similarities with saccades in 
other insects and even vertebrates like humans or monkeys. the consistent relationship 
between the duration, peak velocity and amplitude of human saccadic eye movements 
is known as the ‘main sequence’. the reason why such a stereotypical relationships 
evolved is unknown (harris and Wolpert, 2009). it was shown that the stereotypical 
durations and trajectories are optimal for minimizing the variability in saccade endpoints 
that is caused by motor noise (van beers, 2008).
What is the impact of morphological differences between  
species and within species on vision and flight performance?
head saccades in bees with their maximal yaw velocities around 1500 °/s are slower 
than head saccades in flies where yaw velocities above 2500 °/s have been measured 
(van hateren & schilstra 1999). experiments by hengstenberg (1993) and sherman & 
dickinson (2003, 2004) show that the fly’s visual system is tuned to relatively slow 
rotation, whereas the haltere-mediated response to mechanical rotation increases with 
increasing angular velocity. up to now it is not yet clear, whether honeybees or bumble-
bees possess specialised inertial sensors. the advantage of specialised inertial sensors 
would be their much shorter response delay than that of a motion vision system. the 
latency measured in neck motor neurones from haltere deflection is only about 3 ms in 
blowflies (sandeman & markl 1980), whereas visual motion stimuli evoke neural activity 
in the brain of flies with a delay of about 30 ms (Warzecha & egelhaaf 2000). these 
findings indicate that fast haltere-mediated reflexes help flies to control their fast head-
body coordination and thus enable them to perform very rapid flight manoeuvres. rapid 
flight manoeuvres are the harder to perform the larger the animal’s body weight is, and 
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the further the centre of mass is shifted away from the wingbases, which increases the 
moment of inertia (cooper, 1993; ellington, 1999). as the bumblebees’ centre of mass 
is shifted strongly to the abdomen, these restrictions make it even more important for 
the bumblebee to cancel out rotational optic flow via head-body coordination.
individual bumblebees also differ largely in size, which has certain implications 
for their visual system. for instance have larger bumblebees been shown to be more 
precise in single target detection (spaethe, 2003) than smaller specimen. the same 
study revealed that the number of ommatidia involved in object detection correlates 
with body size. since we did not want to address the complex issue of a potential size 
dependence of the fine structure of homing flights, we used only medium-sized bum-
blebees in our study. 
even between the closely related honeybees and bumblebees a number of 
differences could be found that might influence their navigational performance. com-
pared to honeybees bumblebees possess a resolution that is approximately 25% high-
er than that of honeybees since they can resolve gratings with higher spatial frequen-
cies, indicating a larger visual acuity (srinivasan and lehrer, 1988; macuda et al., 2001). 
and even though both honeybees and bumblebees have almost identical photoreceptor 
sensitivity spectra (Peitsch et al., 1992), colour discrimination performance of bumble-
bees is not as good as that of honeybees (dyer et al., 2008). despite these differences 
in the peripheral visual system we found honeybees and bumblebees to exhibit a very 
similar performance in their performance in navigation according to visual landmarks.
Reasons for a partial decoupling of head and body orientation
We find here that in bumblebees (fig. 3c) the general relationship between head and 
body orientation is very similar to honeybees (boeddeker et al., 2010). in a recent study 
on bumblebees employing high-speed recordings de ibarra et al. (2009) concluded 
that the bumblebees’ body orientation allows a reasonable estimate of gaze direction. 
however the same authors also find a substantial deviation of the head orientation 
compared to its body orientation. as the dynamics of the bees’ optical input depend 
crucially on the orientation of its head rather than its body we considered the exact 
measurement of head orientation on a fine time scale necessary. using high-speed 
cameras we were capable to reveal fine temporal details on the coordination of head 
and body saccades that most likely will have an impact on optic flow processing 
neurones in the bumblebees’ brain. for blowflies, Kern and colleagues could show in 
this context that the temporal differences in head and body rotations of blowflies are 
relevant for motion processing in the fly’s visual system (Kern et al. 2006). more specifi-
cally, they indicated that if the fly’s head were tightly coupled to the body, the resulting 
optic flow during intersaccades would not contain behaviourally relevant information 
about the spatial layout of the environment. losing this information would heavily impair 
the bees’ ability to navigate on a local scale using visual landmarks via optic flow as a 
relevant cue helping to find the goal location (dittmar et al., 2010; Kapustjansky et al., 
2010). the detailed knowledge on the behavioural dynamics of eye movements 
presented here, thus provides the fundament for future experiments on the coding 
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properties of visual motion sensitive neurones in the bumblebee brain, since the 
dynamics of the visual input perceived by a homing bee crucially depends on the 
dynamics of its behaviour.
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2
visual motion-sensitive neurons 
in the bumblebee brain convey 
information about the Presence 
of landmarks during  
a navigational task
the content of this chapter is submitted for publication as: m mertes, l dittmar, m 
egelhaaf, n boeddeker: visual motion-sensitive neurons in the bumble-
bee brain convey information about the Presence of landmarks 
during a navigational task.
abstract
bees use visual memories to learn the spatial location of their food sites. characteristic 
learning flights help acquiring these memories at newly discovered foraging locations 
where landmarks - salient objects in the vicinity of the goal location - can play an impor-
tant role in guiding the animal’s homing behaviour. although behavioural experiments 
have shown that bees can use a variety of visual cues to distinguish objects as land-
marks, the question of how these landmark features are encoded by the visual system 
is still open. 
to tackle this question, we tracked learning flights of free-flying bumblebees 
(Bombus terrestris) in an arena with distinct visual landmarks, reconstructed the visual 
input during these flights, and replayed ego-perspective movies to tethered bumble-
bees while recording the activity of direction-selective wide-field neurons in their optic 
lobe. 
by comparing neuronal responses during a typical learning flight and targeted 
modifications of landmark properties in this movie we demonstrate that these objects 
are indeed represented in the bee’s visual motion pathway. We find that object-induced 
responses vary little with object texture, which is in agreement with behavioural evidence. 
these neurons thus convey information about landmark properties that are useful for 
navigation.
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introduction
bees, ants, and wasps are exquisitely able to find back to important places like their 
nest or valuable food sources using different navigational strategies including path 
integration, route following and landmark navigation (menzel et al., 1996; collett et al., 
2006; Zeil et al., 2009). landmarks are salient objects that provide reliable information 
about the goal location (gillner et al., 2008) , and honeybees are even able to find a 
goal between camouflaged landmarks that carry the same texture as the background. 
for this reason, it has been proposed that they memorize the motion pattern on their 
eyes (“optic flow”) generated during translational movements (“optic flow snapshot 
matching”; boeddeker et al., 2010; dittmar et al., 2010). 
 during translational movements, close objects move faster on the retina than 
objects further away, allowing the bee to potentially use these motion parallax cues to 
determine the spatial relation of the goal and the landmarks. in contrast, during rotations 
of the animal the perceived optic flow is independent of object distance, and all objects 
move with the same speed on the retina. therefore, it has been suggested that the 
processing of depth information from motion parallax depends crucially on the saccadic 
flight strategy largely separating rotational movements from translation and that has 
been described in a variety of insects, such as blowflies and (egelhaaf et al., 2012). 
these insects minimize the time of flight during which rotations occur by performing 
fast body and head rotations (“saccades”)(hateren and schilstra, 1999; Kern et al., 
2005; boeddeker and hemmi, 2010; boeddeker et al., 2010). Within the longer seg-
ments of flight, the intersaccades, they move on a straight course and, therefore, per-
ceive almost purely translational optic flow. 
this gaze strategy, thus, appears to facilitate gathering spatial information by the 
nervous system (Kern et al., 2005, 2006; Karmeier et al., 2006). Processing of depth 
information from translational optic flow depends heavily on precise gaze stabilization 
against rotations, which has been demonstrated in locusts and blowflies (collett, 1978; 
Kern et al., 2006). gaze stabilization can thus be regarded as an important prerequisite 
for successful navigation.
to navigate back to a goal location a bee gathers information about the landmark 
constellation around the goal. this information is presumably acquired and stored 
during learning flights where the bees face the goal and perform highly stereotyped 
arcs and loops at and around the goal location (lehrer, 1993; Zeil et al., 1996; hempel 
de ibarra et al., 2009; collett et al., 2013; Philippides et al., 2013).
 to better understand the neuronal mechanisms bees and other insects use to 
relate the current visual input to the previously learned input, we need to know how the 
environment is represented in the animal’s visual system during navigation. landmark 
detection by relative motion cues is highly relevant, in particular, if the landmarks are 
textured with a camouflaging pattern. therefore, the influence of landmarks on neuronal 
responses in the visual motion pathway is a relevant issue. this issue has not been 
addressed so far, although important groundwork was provided by studies successfully 
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characterizing neurons in the relevant brain areas (ribi, 1976; ribi and scheel, 1981; 
devoe et al., 1982; Paulk et al., 2008). thus, we analysed the responses of motion 
sensitive neurons in the optic lobe of bumblebees to retinal motion sequences as were 
seen by the bee during a learning flight. combining behaviour and physiology in this 
way, we find that the responses of visual motion-sensitive wide-field neurons also 
provide information about the spatial layout of the landmark arrangement, and that the 
texture of landmarks has no major impact on the neuronal responses. object-induced 
response components in motion sensitive cells are also strong during the saccadic 
turns, although during such fast turns the perceived optic flow is dominated by rotational 
optic flow components. 
material and methods
Koppert (berkel en rodenrijs, the netherlands) provided commercial bumblebee hives 
that we kept in custom-built perspex boxes at a day / night cycle of 12 hrs. for both 
phases. the temperature was kept between 23 ± 2 °c at 50 % relative humidity. 
exclusively bumblebee workers were used for the experiments.
Behavioural experiments
We let bumblebees (Bombus terrestris) enter a circular flight arena (diameter: 1.95 m) 
that was lined with a gaussian-blurred red/white random dot texture on walls (height: 
50 cm) and floor. the bees were trained to find a see-through Perspex feeder (height: 
10 cm) providing a sugar solution between three homogeneously textured cylinders 
that acted as landmarks (red, height: 25 cm, diameter: 5 cm). to test whether the 
bumblebees used the landmarks to solve the task, we placed the feeder outside the 
landmark arrangement in control trials. in these cases the bumblebees did not find the 
feeder, which underlines the role of the cylinders as landmarks.
We filmed learning flights at 250 images per second with two high-speed 
cameras (redlake motion Pro 500). one camera viewed the flight arena from the side, 
the other from above, enabling us to reconstruct a 3d flight trajectory afterwards.
the complete setup and experimental procedure of the behavioural experiment 
are described in greater detail in (dittmar et al., 2010) where a similar methodology 
was used.
Reconstruction of natural optic flow
We reconstructed the movies with a custom-built software (braun and lindemann, 2011) 
and used the camera calibration toolbox (bouget, Jean, 1999) in matlab (the mathworks) 
to compose a 3d head and body trajectory out of the two 2d trajectories (for details 
see Kern et al., 2005; dittmar et al., 2010).
We assumed a constant head roll angle of 0° and a pitch angle of the bee’s head 
of 24° shifted up relative to the horizontal. these assumptions are based on head angle 
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measurements obtained from the side camera and close-up pictures of the bumblebee 
head anatomy.
We fed the 3d-trajectory of a learning flight into a virtual model of the flight arena 
using custom-built software (braun and lindemann, 2011) and determined a panoramic 
image sequence of what the bumblebee had seen from all the reconstructed positions 
during this flight [condition 2]. When generating the image sequences, the flight arena 
was manipulated virtually in four different ways leading to five different image sequences 
of nearly 4.5 s duration: we either left out the objects [condition 1], changed the texture 
of the objects [condition 3], or changed the texture of the background (walls and floor 
changed to grey, conditions 4 and 5). apart from these manipulations the flight trajectory 
used for generating the movie was the same. the ceiling of the flight arena was always 
grey (half-maximum brightness). in stimulus condition 6 we presented a homogeneously 
grey screen to the bee. this condition was employed to measure spontaneous neuronal 
activity. for an overview on the stimulus conditions see figure 2.
the head yaw orientation used for stimulus calculation was determined for each 
frame by the top camera. this was done manually, because automatic tracking of head 
orientation turned out to be hard to achieve. to validate this manual tracking, we ob-
tained image sequences based on a second, independent measurement of the head 
trajectory performed by another person and found that it did not noticeably affect the 
neuronal responses. thus, we combined the data based on both trajectory versions to 
a single dataset.
additional to the reconstructed natural image sequences, we also presented 
bars (10° by 20°) moving horizontally and vertically in both directions at a speed of 
100 °/s, to coarsely measure the size and location of the cells’ receptive fields.
Electrophysiological experiments
We used bumblebees of body length 1.5 ± 0.3 cm. With bee wax we glued the back 
of the thorax onto a small piece of glass, removed the legs and bent the head back-
wards. then we glued the bee’s head to the edge of the glass without restricting the 
field of view, but covered the ocelli. afterwards, we opened the left hemisphere of the 
head capsule and exposed the lobula.
to ensure the correct placement of the bumblebee within the stimulus device 
throughout the experiments, we oriented the long axis of the bee’s eyes vertically, 
compensated for roll around the body long axis and centred the animal’s head with the 
antenna bases as points of reference.
We pulled microelectrodes with a sutter P-1000 puller from aluminosilicate 
glass pipettes (harvard apparatus, uK) and inserted them into the lobula of the left 
brain hemisphere. filled with 1 mol/l Kcl they typically had a resistance range of 40 ± 
20 mΩ. as reference electrode a chlorinated silver wire was inserted into a small cut 
on the other side of the head capsule. the temperature range during the recordings 
was 30 ± 3 °c. in this temperature range a cross-covariance analysis indicated that the 
time lag between visual input and neuronal response changes was between 21 ms to 
36 ms in different bees.
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We recorded from motion-sensitive and direction-selective wide-field neurons. 
they reacted strongest to wide-field stimulation, but were also responsive to horizon-
tally moving small bars. visual stimulation in their preferred direction of motion resulted 
in graded membrane potential changes partly superimposed by spikes (fig.1). the 
resting membrane potential was typically around -50 mv with a modulation depth of up 
to 11 mv. spike-like depolarisations superimposed on the graded response component 
with up to 35 mv in amplitude similar as has been described for several types of fly 
motion sensitive neurons (hausen, 1982; haag and borst, 1997). the horizontal extent 
of the cells’ receptive fields ranged from approximately -10° to 100°, with zero being in 
front of the animal, and negative/positive values corresponding to the left and right half 
of the visual field, respectively. all neurons were sensitive to motion between 0° and 
40° horizontal extent of the visual field.
based on this functional characterization it was hard to further distinguish the 
cells into different subclasses without the use of neuroanatomical techniques or an 
extended presentation of more sophisticated classification stimuli, so we grouped these 
neurons as one functional class of cells. as the recording time was often limited to a 
few minutes, we decided to favour a larger number of stimulus repetitions to characterize 
the cells functionally at the expense of anatomical staining. therefore, we were able to 
present five to twenty repetitions of each of the five stimulus conditions. 
Stimulus presentation and data acquisition
for stimulus presentation we used an icosahedral, panoramic led stimulus device 
(flimax) covering most of the visual field of the bee. it employs a spatial resolution of 
2.3° and thus matches the spatial resolution of the bee’s eye quite well (for details see 
lindemann et al., 2003). stimuli were presented with 8 bits per pixel, allowing 
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Fig. 1. Example of a single trace recording of a typical LWC sensitive to regressive motion. 
here, we presented a bar moving horizontally through the center of the cell’s receptive field (elevation: +20° above horizon) 
from right to left and vice versa. the x-axis denotes the position of the first (of two) edges of the bar stimulus depending on 
the direction of movement.  as indicated in the methods section the extent of the bar is 10° in azimuth and 20° in elevation 
and moves with 100°/s. the arrows indicate the direction of movement of the bar. 
Fig. 1
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256 different intensities. We up-sampled the bees’ flight trajectory by linear interpolation 
in time, to be able to replay stimulus movies at 370 hz, and presented them in pseudo-
random order and with an inter-stimulus-interval of 4-6 s. before each movie started all 
leds were lit for 1 s at half-maximum brightness followed by 0.5 s fading from grey into 
the first image of the stimulus movie. due to the animal being mounted upside down, 
we flipped the stimulus movies along the horizontal axis and shifted the horizon slightly 
to account for the orientation of the long axis of the bumblebee’s eye during flight.
the low-pass filtered response signal (2400 hz cut-off frequency) was sampled 
at 8,192 hz with a custom build amplifier, digitized (dt 3001, data translation, marlboro, 
ma, usa) and stored for offline analysis using matlab (the mathworks, natick, ma, 
usa). 
Data analysis
before further analysis, we subtracted the baseline membrane potential from all response 
traces. as a quality criterion for recordings used for further analysis, we set the minimum 
range of membrane potential changes to be at least 2 mv. to account for varying overall 
response amplitudes of different cells, we normalized the responses of each individual 
cell independently for saccadic and intersaccadic flight phases. to accomplish this, we 
averaged the neuronal responses to the stimulus sequence corresponding to the original 
behavioural experiments over the length of 27 intersaccades and 26 saccades and 
used the corresponding peak responses for normalization of the responses to all other 
stimulus conditions.
correlation values (= r) were calculated with matlab using the implemented 
calculation of the correlation coefficient (matlab, n.d.).
results
Flight behaviour of bumblebees
to reconstruct the visual image sequences that that are available to the bees during a 
learning flight we first analysed the bumblebees’ behaviour in a local navigation para-
digm. We trained them to find a see-through Perspex feeder between three salient 
objects that acted as landmarks in a textured flight arena. it took trained bumblebees 
between 4 and 229 seconds (mean = 40 s, s.d. = 49 s, n = 4, 53 flights in total) to find 
the feeder, which is in a similar range as for honeybees in the same experimental setup 
(dittmar et al., 2010).
the structure of the bumblebees’ flight manoeuvres was also very similar to that 
seen in honeybees (dittmar et al., 2010) when searching for the (hardly visible) food 
source between the three landmarks (fig. 3a). in the sample trace shown in fig. 3a the 
bumblebee started at the feeder and hovered at first in front of it. then it turned to the 
left, flew two arcs and finally to the exit of the arena. the fine structure of such flight 
manoeuvres is characterized by a pronounced saccadic separation of translatory and 
rotatory movements, similar to honeybees (boeddeker et al., 2010). the corresponding 
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time course of the angular velocity around the yaw axis consists of relatively long phas-
es with only small changes in head orientation (intersaccades), meaning that almost 
pure translational optic flow is perceived (fig. 3c). these phases are interspersed by 
saccades with fast rotations of head and body around the yaw axis. this gaze strategy 
facilitates the acquisition of motion cues for distance estimation (collett, 1978; Kern et 
al., 2006). 
based on these behavioural data we ask whether information about the spatial 
constellation of the landmarks that is used to find the feeder is reflected in neuronal 
responses of motion sensitive visual interneurons. 
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1 random dots -
2 random dots yes
3 random dots yes
4 gray yes
 
5 gray yes
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-
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to record background responses without objects
same stimulus as in navigational task
textured (camouflaged) objects
pure influence of high contrast objects without background texture 
pure influence of textured objects without background texture 
to record spontaneous neuronal acitivity
Fig. 2. Overview on the used stimulus conditions. 
the inserted pictures show one inserted landmark with the corresponding background texture (arena floor and wall) behind 
it. the ceiling was kept gray constantly. for more details see methods section. throughout the main text, we refer to this fig-
ure using squared brackets containing numbers that indicate the stimulus condition that was presented, e.g. [cond. 2] or [1].
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Are the landmarks represented in the neuronal responses?
to investigate the influence of the landmarks on the neuronal response of motion 
sensitive cells in the lobula we reconstructed the visual input during a typical learning 
flight of a bumblebee (fig. 3a). We presented this ego-perspective movie, while the 
bee was tethered in the centre of our panoramic led stimulus device. additionally to 
the original optic flow sequence we presented several systematic alterations of it to 
study how different landmark properties are reflected in the neuronal responses (see 
methods section). 
how is this naturalistic visual input reflected in the neuronal responses? motion 
sensitive neurons in the bee lobula are known to respond in a direction-selective way 
to visual motion (devoe et al., 1982; ibbotson, 1991; Paulk et al., 2008). in our account 
we focus on one class of lobula wide-field cells (lWc) that is direction-selective to 
horizontal motion, with a preferred direction from back-to-front. these cells respond to 
visual stimulation with graded membrane potential changes partly superimposed by 
spikes (fig. 1), similar as depicted in devoe et al. (1982, fig. 7). this response mode 
is also typical for visual interneurons in the fly (hausen, 1982; haag and borst, 1997; 
egelhaaf, 2006). 
to assess how objects affect neuronal activity we compared the responses 
elicited by the original stimulus movie [cond. 2] to responses elicited by the same 
movie, but without landmarks [cond. 1]. the original movie corresponds to the visual 
input that is experienced by the freely flying bumblebee during a learning flight. in the 
11 neurons that we recorded we find a strong object influence in the neuronal response 
in some sections of the flight (fig. 3b). this object influence seems to be largely in-
dependent of object texture during intersaccades (fig. 3d, non-shaded area). to determine 
the differences between neuronal response traces recorded under different stimulus 
conditions we averaged, for both saccades and intersaccades, the normalized difference 
of the responses to the stimulus conditions without objects [cond.1] and with objects 
that carry a different texture [cond.2 and cond.3]. values that substantially deviate from 
zero indicate response changes due to the objects. depending on the stimulus condition 
we were able to record from 7 and 11 neurons (the same 7 neurons plus 4 additional 
neurons). We see a characteristic temporal pattern in the profile of object-induced 
Fig. 3. Bumblebee flight trajectory and corresponding neuronal response traces of a single neuron with 
 preferred direction of motion from back-to-front. 
A: trajectory of a typical learning flight during the navigational task involving landmarks. each green line indicates a point 
in space and the corresponding viewing direction of the bee’s head each 4 ms. the arrow indicates the direction of flight. 
B: mean response traces of a single neuron recorded during presentation of two different stimulus conditions. baseline 
membrane potential is subtracted. red trace: homogeneous landmark condition ([cond.2]; 9 repetitions), black trace: no 
landmark condition ([cond.1]; 7 repetitions). responses are subdivided into intersaccades and saccades (gray shadings). 
C: changes of head orientation. Positive/negative values denote turns to the left and right, respectively. D: response 
traces of the same neuron as in B. red trace: as described above. blue trace: random pattern landmark condition i.e. 
camouflaged landmarks ([cond.3]; 7 repetitions).
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response changes that is similar between intersaccades (fig. 4, left side) and saccades 
(fig. 4, right side). this pattern also remains when we artificially removed the back-
ground pattern to exclude background effects, and to just let the objects influence the 
neuronal responses (figs. 4b, 4d). these general similarities of the intersaccadic and 
saccadic object-induced response profiles underline that the neuronal responses are 
shaped by the spatial layout of the environment. therefore, lWcs not only perceive 
wide-field motion, but their responses also convey information about the spatial 
constellation of the landmarks, which are important for bees to be able to find their goal 
during local navigation. 
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Fig. 4. Response profiles of mean, normalized differences between pairs of stimulus conditions for consecutive 
intersaccades. 
A, B and saccades C, D during the learning flight of lWcs with a preferred direction from back-to-front. A, C: mean nor-
malized difference of responses to one stimulus condition with object and one without (‘object-induced response changes’). 
red traces: object-induced response change for ‘homogeneous landmark’ [2] and ‘no landmark’ condition [1]. blue traces: 
object-induced response change for ‘random pattern landmark’ condition [3] and ‘no landmark’ condition [1]. for A and C 
the number of included cells is n = 11. B, D: traces have the same meaning as in A and C, but object-induced response 
changes were induced by stimulus conditions with the random background being replaced by a uniform gray background. 
for B, D, n = 7. shadings indicate sem. for details on normalization procedure see material and methods.
Fig. 4
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Neuronal responses to camouflaged landmarks
bees can use camouflaged landmarks that carry the same texture as the background 
for homing, and the search time for such objects is similar to that seen for high-contrast 
landmarks (dittmar et al., 2010). since these camouflaged landmarks are hard to detect 
in stationary images, it was suggested that bees might use relative motion cues, present 
in optic flow during flight, to perceive them (dittmar et al., 2010). to test whether 
landmarks that can be discriminated only by relative motion cues are reflected in the 
neuronal responses of lWcs, we camouflaged the objects by using the same random 
dot texture for the objects and the background [cond. 3], i.e. floor and walls. 
in accordance with the characteristics of goal-finding behaviour (dittmar et al., 
2010) the object-induced intersaccadic responses do not differ much between objects 
with random dot texture and homogeneously red texture (fig. 4a). to confirm the object 
influence on the neuronal responses with a less complex stimulus, we also presented 
stimuli with both versions of object texture, but with arena wall and floor being plain 
grey [cond. 4 and 5]. this way the background does not have any influence on the 
neural responses, leaving just the objects to shape them. under these conditions the 
profile of object-induced response changes is similar to those profiles obtained with a 
textured background (compare figs. 4a and 4b). the only prominent difference is the 
larger modulation depth of the profile under the conditions without background (fig. 4b). 
this can potentially be attributed to different contrast values between background and 
object. the similarity of the intersaccadic profiles of object-induced response changes 
obtained with different object and background textures corroborates the above conclusion 
that during learning flights the intersaccadic neural responses provide information 
about the spatial layout of landmarks in the vicinity of the goal. We obtained similar 
results also for a second class of lWcs, which we recorded less often and that had a 
preferred direction of motion from front-to-back (fig. 5). these cells showed general 
properties that were very similar to back-to-front lWcs. only the preferred direction of 
motion was opposite.
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also the profiles of object-induced response changes are similar between these two 
classes of cells for landmarks with different textures (fig. 6).  depending on the cells’ 
preferred direction of motion, the deviations from zero are approximately phase-inverted 
to those obtained in lWcs with back-to-front motion as preferred direction.
Fig. 5. Response traces of a single LWC sensitive to front-to-back motion during presentation of different 
stimulus conditions. 
A: response traces of one neuron recorded during visual stimulation. baseline membrane potential is subtracted. for the 
evaluation we calculated the mean responses over many trials (also fig.1b). black trace: no landmark condition ([cond. 1]; 
6 repetitions), red trace: homogeneous landmark condition ([cond. 2]; 9 repetitions). neuronal response is subdivided into 
intersaccades and saccades (gray shadings; light gray shading is a saccade to the right, dark gray a saccade to the left). 
B: response traces of the same neuron as in A. red trace: homogeneous landmark condition ([cond. 1]; 9 repetitions), 
blue trace: random pattern landmark condition i.e. camouflaged landmarks ([cond. 3]; 7 repetitions).
Fig. 6. Response profiles of LWCs with front-to-back as preferred direction of movement. 
Plots show object-induced response changes as the mean, normalized differences between two stimulus conditions for 
intersaccades a, b and saccades c, d. for a and c traces indicate object-induced response changes for subsequent 
 intersaccadic a or saccadic c intervals. red traces: object-induced response changes during ‘no landmark’ condition [1] 
subtracted from those during ‘homogenous landmark’ condition [2]. this indicates the influence of homogeneously textured 
objects. blue traces: object-induced response changes during ‘no landmark’ condition [1] subtracted from those during 
‘random pattern landmark’ condition [3]. this indicates influence of objects that were randomly patterned. for b, d traces 
have same meaning, but responses were obtained during stimulus conditions with a gray background. number of cells 
 included in this figure is n = 3. shadings indicate sem. all responses were normalized to the cells’ maximum mean 
 response during intersaccades or saccades respectively during the stimulus condition identical to behavioral situation  
(homogeneous landmark condition, [1]). for more details see methods section.
Fig. 6
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so far, we have seen that objects change the neuronal responses during different parts 
of the flight. to get an idea of what kind of manoeuvres during the learning flight led to 
prominent object-induced response changes, we averaged the intersaccadic object-
induced response level and plot the mean colour-coded response along the original 
flight trajectory. We compared the “no landmark”-condition [cond. 1] with the “homo-
geneous red landmark” condition [cond. 2] (see also fig. 4a; red trace) for our larger 
dataset, which is based on lWcs with preferred direction of motion from back-to-
front (n = 11). 
during forward flight the object response does not deviate much from zero most of the 
time, with only a slight negative shift (fig. 6, e.g. intersaccades 23 to 27). this negative 
shift is the consequence of the objects moving through the receptive field (fig. 7, grey 
triangles) from front-to-back, i.e. in the anti-preferred direction of the cells. strong 
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Fig. 7. Object-induced intersaccadic response changes of a LWC with a preferred direction from back-to-front 
plotted along the flight trajectory of the replayed ego-perspective flight sequence (compare to Fig. 2A). 
this example indicates the difference between the no-landmark condition [cond. 1] and the homogeneous landmark 
 condition [cond. 2]. red circles denote landmarks (lm) and the gray circle the see-through feeder (f). the color-coded 
dots represent the position of the bee in the middle of each intersaccade; the corresponding line shows the direction of 
view. Warm colors indicate response increments, and cold colors response decrements induced by objects in the receptive 
field of the cell. the gray triangles attached to each dot illustrate the typical horizontal extent of the receptive field of the 
analyzed cells (n = 11). a: overview on entire learning flight. b: enlarged view on the intersaccades during the beginning of 
the learning flight. for sake of clarity the receptive field areas are not indicated for intersaccades 1 to 9.
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deviations from zero occur when the bee translates with a larger sideways than forward 
velocity (e.g. intersaccades 12 to 14). accordingly, we find a positive correlation be-
tween the intersaccadic neuronal responses and the angle α between flight direction 
and body orientation (27 data points each). here, we find correlation values of r = 0.38 
(p < 0.05) for the responses recorded with homogeneous textured landmarks [cond. 2] 
and even r = 0.52 (p < 0.01) between the neuronal response and α, when we compare 
the stimulus condition with random dot textured landmarks [cond. 3] with the stimulus 
condition without landmarks inserted. these correlation values are similar when corre-
lating the α angle with the intersaccadic responses to the stimulus conditions with grey 
background ([cond. 2] vs. [cond. 1]: r = 0.41, p < 0.05; [cond. 3] vs. [cond. 1]: r = 0.52, 
p < 0.01). the large sideways movements cause a specific optic flow pattern on the 
retina: landmarks close to the animal appear to move faster than the background, 
leading to enhanced neural responses during stimulus conditions with objects ([cond. 
2 and 3] compared to [cond. 1 and cond. 4] and [cond. 5] compared to pure grey 
screen [cond. 6]) that elicits no response difference from spontaneous neuronal activity. 
for other stimulus parameters we did not find correlations with the intersaccadic 
neural responses. the retinal size of the landmarks within the cell’s receptive field was 
not correlated with the normalized object-induced intersaccadic response changes 
(random dot pattern background: r = -0.10; r = -0.14; grey background: r = -0.19; 
r = 0.20). similarly weak correlations are obtained when we only take the largest land-
mark in the visual field into account or sum the size of all landmarks within the receptive 
field. also, the distance to the landmarks in the receptive field does not influence the 
intersaccadic neural response significantly (r = -0.09 to 0.09), despite the distance 
dependence of the retinal velocity. this finding, thus, is the likely consequence of more 
than one stimulus parameter, such as the velocity of retinal pattern displacements or 
the direction of motion and pattern contrast, influencing the response strength of 
lWcs. in conclusion, among the different stimulus parameters we find the angle α to 
be the most important factor correlating with object influences on the neuronal 
responses.
to further quantify the object-induced response changes, we selected two 
adjacent intersaccadic intervals (no. 13 and 14) with clear object-induced responses. 
here, the bee moved to the left side and thus allowed one of the objects to move on 
the retina in the cells’ preferred direction. the object-induced response changes elicited 
by camouflaged landmarks [cond. 3] are very similar to those induced by the homo-
geneous landmarks [cond. 2]. for both intersaccades the object led to significant 
response deviations from zero (fig. 8). these deviations are similar for the grey back-
ground condition (fig. 8). notwithstanding, these findings corroborate quantitatively 
the above conclusion that the objects significantly influence the response of the 
recorded cells.  
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We analysed the role of object texture in shaping the object-induced response changes 
during the two selected intersaccades by comparing the responses to stimulus con-
ditions with the same background texture but different object textures. We do not find 
significant deviations from zero, indicating that the texture of objects is not strongly 
reflected in the neural response, as already suggested by the almost equal strengths of 
the intersaccadic response profiles for different object textures (fig. 4).
in summary, these findings further support our conclusion that the object-induced 
response does not strongly depend on object texture during in the intersaccadic parts 
of the neuronal responses. this finding is in accordance with the behavioural performance 
of honeybees (dittmar et al., 2010).
Texture effects on neuronal responses during saccadic flight phases 
the object-induced neuronal responses differ also during saccades (figs. 4c, 4d, 6c, 
6d). hence, objects do not only affect the intersaccadic neuronal responses. even the 
camouflaged objects have an impact on the neuronal response during saccades, 
although the amount of relative motion is relatively small compared to the fast rotatory 
retinal movement (figs. 4c, 4d). 
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Fig. 8. Normalized differences between responses of LWCs to pairs of stimulus conditions (see pictograms be-
tween A und B) during intersaccade No. 13 (subplot A) and No. 14 (subplot B). 
depicted data from lWcs with preferred direction of motion from back-to-front. number of cells: n = 11. explanation of box 
symbols: red central horizontal line – median; box edges represent 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers – most extreme data 
points that are not outliers (> 75th percentile + (1.5 * box size) or < 25th percentile – (1.5 * box size)). outliers are plotted 
separately. notches describe the 95% confidence intervals of the median. two medians are significantly different at the 5% 
significance level if the notches do not overlap (mcgill and tukey, 1978). asterisks indicate statistically significant deviation 
from zero (two-tailed t-test; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01). median at zero level means no object influence. 
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the object-induced differences during saccades are similar to the ones observed 
during the intersaccades (figs. 4a, 4b, 6a, 6b) as each intersaccade is followed in 
time by a saccade. thus, neighbouring saccades and intersaccades occur at similar 
locations in the flight arena and might, thus, be affected by the environment in similar 
ways (as e.g. fig. 4). 
in contrast to the intersaccades, the responses evoked during the saccades are 
affected by the retinal size of the landmark. We find a positive correlation for back-to-
front lWcs between the retinal size of the objects and the saccadic responses when 
the background was randomly textured (for cond. 2, r = 0.36; for cond. 3, r = 0.28). 
these correlations are even stronger when the background was grey and, thus, the 
neural response was affected exclusively by the objects (for cond. 4: r = 0.47; for 
cond. 5: r = 0.43). 
the object influence on the saccadic responses depends also slightly on the 
texture of the objects (figs. 4c, 4d). With grey background [cond. 4 and 5] the object 
texture influence is stronger. these effects are also visible for front-to-back lWcs 
(fig. 6), although in a less pronounced way. 
discussion
We show that direction-selective motion sensitive wide-field cells in the lobula (lWcs) 
of bumblebees convey information about nearby landmarks that play a role for local 
homing in our experimental setup. it is long known that bees use motion cues in a variety 
of other behaviours like landing and pattern discrimination (lehrer and collett, 1994; 
srinivasan et al., 2000; srinivasan and Zhang, 2004; lehrer and campan, 2005). in 
this account we focused on learning flights as fundamental components of navigation 
behaviour and on what features of objects are actually represented in the bee’s visual 
motion pathway using behaviourally relevant, naturalistic visual stimulation. the temporal 
profile of responses of lWcs during both intersaccades and saccades depends on the 
landmark constellation in a characteristic way, indicating that the neuronal responses of 
lWcs contain information about the spatial layout of the environment.
 similar to other insects like e.g. flies and ants (hateren and schilstra, 1999; 
land, 1999; schilstra and hateren, 1999; lent et al., 2010) bees separate their loco-
motion into phases of saccades and intersaccades (boeddeker and hemmi, 2010; 
boeddeker et al., 2010; braun et al., 2012). during the intersaccadic phases of 
translatory motion bees can gather depth information from the environment (boeddeker 
et al., 2005; Kern et al., 2005; egelhaaf et al., 2012). this separation of flight into dif-
ferent phases might also be reflected in the representation of landmarks relevant for 
navigation in the motion vision pathway. indeed, we find the activity of lWcs to be 
modulated by objects during intersaccadic flight phases, but also during saccades. 
however, whereas during saccades textural differences of objects seem to slightly 
influence the neuronal responses, there is almost no difference in responses between 
differently textured objects during intersaccades. 
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this independence of intersaccadic lWc responses from object texture mirrors 
the overall performance of bees in local navigation behaviour that was largely unaffected 
by textural changes of landmarks (dittmar et al., 2010). rather than by object texture, 
response modulations during self-motion of the animal seem to be caused by factors 
like the relative motion of the object against the background. this is intuitive as bees 
flying sideways experience close frontal objects as moving faster on the retina than 
more distant ones. especially during sideways flight manoeuvres, we therefore find 
larger neuronal object-induced responses. independent of the actual mechanism that 
induces object-driven response changes in the neurons we conclude that during inter-
saccades the bee might be provided with informatio n related to the geometrical layout 
of the immediate surroundings in which it is navigating. 
how could an animal profit from processing the neuronal responses that are 
induced by saccades? these signals might be involved in the animal’s optomotor 
response as has already been suggested by an earlier study (devoe et al., 1982). 
given the slight differences during saccades between both landmark textures, it might 
also be possible to extract textural information out of the signal conveyed by lWcs. 
this information could be used to distinguish landmarks carrying different textures. 
honeybees are able to use this textural information when it provides positional informa-
tion in a navigation task (dittmar et al., 2011). 
even by classifying the recorded lWcs into just two groups according to their 
preferred direction of motion, we see characteristic correlation between the impact of 
the landmarks on the neuronal response and the amount of sideways movement in the 
intersaccadic parts of flight. We find this for lWcs with back-to-front motion as 
preferred movement direction, which is not surprising as sideways movement provides 
strong motion input from back-to-front to a cell with a quite frontal receptive field. for 
both classes of cells, front-to-back and back-to-front lWcs, we could show that land-
marks appearing in the receptive field modulate the cells’ response and therefore con-
vey information about the animal’s surroundings. the transfer of information via graded 
modulation of the membrane potential or a combination of graded membrane potential 
changes and spikes is very common in insect neurons. both graded potential changes 
as well as mixed potentials were also shown to exist in presynaptic areas of neurons 
with thick axons and to be transferred to postsynaptic neurons (Warzecha et al., 2003; 
beckers et al., 2007, 2009; rien et al., 2011). 
We possibly pooled the data across several cell types with similar but slightly 
different response properties by using the preferred direction as the main feature for 
cell classification. analysing unique cell types individually would potentially have led to 
even more pronounced effects compared to what we already observe while possibly 
averaging across a whole class of lWcs. nevertheless, our results indicate that we 
describe a global response property of those cells that is not tied to a single cell type. 
this information could then be used in the context of local homing to compare the 
current lWc activity profile to a previously stored lWc activity profile – the neural 
correlate of an optic flow snapshot of a location that is important for the animal to 
recognize.
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We recorded from neurons in the lobula, which is presumably the last visual 
processing stage before the information is projected into brain areas that are involved 
in multimodal processing and learning (hertel and maronde, 1987; Paulk and gronenberg, 
2008; Paulk et al., 2009; mota et al., 2011). most likely, the visual input to the lobula is 
processed independently of other sensory modalities. recent studies could show for 
flies that an active behavioural state of the animal affects the amplitude of neuronal 
responses and may even somewhat shift their velocity tuning (maimon et al., 2010; 
rosner et al., 2010; Jung et al., 2011). such effects of an active behavioural state 
would probably not affect our conclusion that the landmark constellation is reflected in 
the intersaccadic neural responses. rather, an increasing gain of the neurons may pos-
sibly make it easier for the animal to distinguish objects from background. 
it is of great interest to know where the cells we recorded from project to, as a 
multitude of behavioural studies show that bees store, compare and also combine mul-
tisensory cues for navigation. We know that there are projections from lWcs to brain 
regions like the contralateral lobula (devoe et al., 1982) or the mushroom body calyx 
(Paulk and gronenberg, 2008) that is known to play an important role for multimodal 
learning. additionally, it has been shown recently that visual novelty during learning 
flights leads to upregulation of the immediate early gene egr in the mushroom bodies 
of honeybees (lutz and robinson, 2013), which indicates involvement of the mushroom 
body into visual learning processes. however, the lobula is also connected to the central 
complex (ribi and scheel, 1981; Paulk et al., 2009), an area that may also be involved 
in multimodal processing (gronenberg, 1986; maronde, 1991) and was demonstrated 
to be involved in processing visual information in bees (milde, 1988). additionally, the 
central complex has recently been shown to be essential for place learning in Drosophila 
(ofstad et al., 2011). 
due to often very short recording times we decided to not stain the neurons, 
although this would have allowed us to individually identify them anatomically. the 
functional properties of the recorded neurons and, in particular, the responses to 
objects do of course not depend on their anatomical characterization. still, anatomical 
evidence could provide further information on possible roles of those neurons and 
should be obtained in follow up studies. nonetheless, even without knowing the projection 
area of these cells, we show that they convey information about the spatial layout of the 
landmark configuration – information that is crucially relevant in a homing context. 
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3
structure and odour coding 
ProPerties in the bumblebee 
antennal lobe
the content of this chapter is prepared for publication as: m mertes, J carcaud, 
m egelhaaf, Jc sandoz: structure and odour coding ProPerties in 
the bumblebee antennal lobe
abstract
odorants are an important source of information for hymenoptera. they perceive 
pheromonal signals from their queen and are able to find food sources based on their 
sense of smell. Whereas there is a solid knowledge base on the olfactory pathways in 
honeybees and ants, this knowledge was missing for the bumblebee. in this account 
we characterized the bumblebee primary center for olfactory processing, the antennal 
lobe (al). via antennal stanings we disentangled the sensory input structure of tract t1 
to t4 that allowed attributing single glomeruli to their input tracts. 3d reconstruction of 
the whole al revealed that t-tract fibre output patterns are very similar to those of the 
honeybee. the number of glomeruli found to be 158 ± 4, which is slightly lower 
compared to honeybees. after retrogradely staining the l-aPt projection neuron path-
way of the al with the calcium indicator fura-2 dextran, we conducted calcium imaging 
of the l-aPt subunit of the al. our odour set comprised 16 aliphatic odours that 
differed according to their carbon chain length and their functional groups (primary 
alcohols, secondary alcohols, ketones, aldehydes). the response pattern measured in 
glomeruli of the l-aPt revealed functional group coding as well as carbon chain length 
coding in the bumblebee al, similar as in honeybees. high correlation values in neuronal 
activity patterns between honeybees and bumblebees further underline the high 
similarity. this study provides deep insight into the bumblebee al anatomy and depicts 
for the first time neuronal activity via calcium-imaging in the bumblebee al.
introduction
for several decades, honeybees Apis mellifera have been a mainstream model system 
for research in ethology, neurobiology and animal cognition (menzel and muller, 1996; 
giurfa et al., 2001; menzel, 2012). thanks to their good amenability to behavioural 
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protocols, these insects are used for studying such diverse cognitive abilities as 
stimulus generalization (guerrieri et al., 2005), categorisation (benard et al., 2006), 
rule learning (giurfa et al. 2001; mota et al. 2011; avargues Weber et al. 2012) and 
navigation (Zeil et al., 2009 ; menzel et al. 2011). in addition, invasive neurobiological 
techniques like intra- and extracellular electrophysiology (hammer, 1993; okada et al., 
2007; brill et al., 2013) or in vivo calcium imaging (Joerges et al., 1997; carcaud et al., 
2012) are routinely applied for addressing the neuronal basis of these behaviours. 
in recent years, an increasing number of studies have been dedicated to another 
social hymenoptera, the bumblebee Bombus sp. (e.g. Paulk et al., 2008; riveros and 
gronenberg, 2009a, 2009b; morawetz and spaethe, 2012). in comparison to honey-
bees, bumblebees provide certain advantages, like allowing season-independent 
sampling or conducting free-flying behavioural experiments indoors, while controlled 
laboratory conditioning protocols can also be used (laloi et al., 1999; riveros and 
gronenberg, 2009a). in addition, their natural robustness is beneficial for coupling 
invasive techniques with conditioning experiments (riveros and gronenberg, 2009b).
recently, some studies have started describing the anatomy of the bumblebee 
brain (mares et al., 2005; Paulk and gronenberg, 2008; Paulk et al., 2009), which 
appears very similar to honeybees. these studies either performed a general description 
of neuropil areas, or focused on the visual system. however, apart from the visual 
modality, olfaction also plays a crucial role in the behaviour of bumblebees, e.g. while 
searching for food on flowers or in the nest (dornhaus et al., 2003). While in honeybees 
many studies have addressed the morphological and functional basis of olfactory 
coding and processing (galizia and menzel, 2001; sandoz, 2011), little is known in 
bumblebees, except some early anatomical and electrophysiological data (fonta and 
masson, 1985a, 1987). in insects, odorants are detected by olfactory receptors neurons 
(orns) on the antennae. orn axons project to a primary processing centre, the 
antennal lobe (al), constituted of anatomical and functional units, the glomeruli (~165 
in honeybees). Within the al, local interneurons perform local computations, and 
projection neurons then convey processed information to higher-order centres (mushroom 
bodies and lateral horn). While a high morphological similarity appears in the al of 
honeybees and bumblebees (fonta and masson, 1985a), no data exists on olfactory 
coding in bumblebees. We thus performed the first in vivo optical imaging study of 
odour coding in the al of the bumblebee Bombus terrestris. honeybees and bumblebees 
mostly forage in the same habitats and partly pollinate the same flowers; they are 
consequently exposed to a similar set of floral volatiles. to compare odour-coding rules 
in both species, we presented a panel of 16 floral odorants previously used in studies 
on olfactory processing and perception in honeybees (guerrieri et al., 2005; carcaud 
et al., 2012).
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materials and methods
Bumblebee preparation
medium-sized bumblebee workers were caught from an indoor hive (Koppert, berkel en 
rodenrijs, the netherlands) chilled on ice for 5-10 min until they stopped moving. 
then, bumblebees were prepared according to the standard preparation to image the 
al in honeybees (Joerges et al. 1997, sachse and galizia 2002, carcaud et al. 2012). 
in summary, the bumblebee’s head was inserted and fixed in a plastic chamber with its 
antennae oriented to the front. using bee wax, we glued the proboscis at the front end 
of the holder to avoid movement of the brain during the experiment. hairs on the top of 
the bumblebee head were removed and a pool was built with bee wax and pieces of 
plastic around the rostral part of the head capsule (behind the antennae). the pool was 
made waterproof with two-component epoxy glue (red araldite, bostik findley, s.a.). 
using a microscalpel carrying broken razor blade chips, a small window was then cut 
in the head cuticle from the bases of the antennae up to the ocelli. glands as well as 
parts of the tracheal sheath were removed to expose the antennal lobes and parts of 
the protocerebrum. finally, the pool was filled with some ringer solution (in mm: nacl, 
130; Kcl, 6; mgcl2, 4; cacl2, 5; sucrose, 160; glucose, 25; hepes, 10; ph 6.7, 500 
mosmol; all chemicals from sigma-aldrich, lyon, france), to avoid desiccation of the 
brain surface. three hours prior to the experiment, a dye mixture was inserted into the 
brain with a broken borosilicate micropipette, aiming for the tract of l-aPt projection 
neurons, between the α lobe and the border of the optic lobe, rostrally from the lateral 
horn. the dye mixture consisted of the calcium-indicator fura-2 dextran (10,000 kda, 
life technologies, france), of tetramethylrhodamine dextran (10,000 kda, life tech-
nologies, france) for later anatomical observation and of bovine serum albumin (2 %) 
to dissolve the dye crystals.
Calcium imaging
In vivo optical recordings were performed as described elsewhere (deisig et al., 2010), 
with a t.i.l.l. Photonics imaging system (martinsried, germany), under an epifluores-
cence microscope (olympus bX51Wi) with a 10× water-immersion objective (olympus, 
umPlanfl; na 0.3), which was dipped into the ringer solution covering the brain. only 
one al was recorded in each bee. images were taken with a 640 × 480 pixels 12-bit 
monochrome ccd camera (t.i.l.l. imago) cooled to -12 °c. fura-2 was alternatively 
excited with 340 nm and 380 nm monochromatic light (t.i.l.l. Polychrom iv). each 
measurement thus consisted of 50 double frames recorded at a rate of 5 hz (integration 
time for each frame at 340 nm: 40–80 ms; for 380 nm: 10-20 ms) with 4 × 4 binning 
on chip (pixel image size corresponded to 4.8 μm × 4.8 μm). the filter set on the 
microscope contained a 490 nm dichroic filter and a bandpass (50 nm) 525 nm 
emission filter.
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Odour presentation 
a constant clean airstream, into which odour stimuli could be presented, was directed 
from a distance of 2 cm to the bee’s antennae. odour stimuli (see below) were given 
at the 15th frame for 1 s (5 frames). odour sources consisted in exchangeable Pasteur 
pipettes containing a piece of filter paper (1 cm 2) soaked with 5μl of pure odorant 
(sigma aldrich, france). 
We tested 16 different aliphatic odours that are part of floral blends bumblebees 
encounter while foraging (Knudsen, 1993). the odours differed in carbon chain lengths 
(between 6 and 9 carbon atoms) and functional groups (primary alcohol, secondary 
alcohol, aldehyde and ketone). as control stimulus, we used a pipette containing a 
clean piece of filter paper without odour solution. this stimulus set was also used in a 
calcium imaging study on the honeybee al (carcaud et al., in prep.) allowing the 
comparison of odour coding in honeybees and bumblebees. We presented the odours 
in pseudo-randomized order between different bumblebees, and defined the order of 
the 17 different stimuli pseudo-randomly as we avoided consecutive stimuli to contain 
the same functional group or the same carbon chain length. Within each bee, the same 
order was retained until each stimulus had been presented three times. 
Anatomical staining
after successful calcium imaging, we dissected out the brains and fixed them in 4 % 
paraformaldehyde solution for at least 24 h, dehydrated the brains in ascending con-
centrations of ethanol, and cleared and stored them in methyl salicylate (sigma-aldrich, 
france). We took images of the tetramethylrhodamine-stained glomeruli with a confocal 
laser scanning microscope (Zeiss, lsm 700) with a W Plan-apochromat 20x /1.0 
objective and a 555 nm excitation wavelength at 2 μm optical section thickness and 
pixel size of 0.31 μm × 0.31 μm. recorded stacks of images were adjusted in brightness 
and contrast using imageJ (rasband; national institutes of health, bethesda, md). for 
antennal stainings of the whole antennal lobe, the scape of the antennae of the 
bumblebee were carefully opened using a microscalpel, and the antennal nerve was 
cut with a borosilicate micropipette coated with tetramethylrhodamine dextran. afterwards, 
animals were kept in a cool place until the next day to allow the dye to migrate to the 
antennal lobe, and stain the glomeruli. for brain extraction and microscopy we used the 
same techniques as described above for imaged animals. segmentation and anatomical 
reconstruction of the antennal lobe was performed using amira (version 4.5.1 mercury 
computer systems, merignac, france).
Data processing and analyses
data were analysed using custom-made software written in idl 6.0 (research systems, 
boulder, co) (see deisig et al., 2010). each odour presentation produced a four-
dimensional array consisting of the excitation wavelength (340 or 380 nm), two spatial 
dimensions (x- and y-coordinates) along time (50 frames). We first calculated the 
fluorescence ratio between excitation wavelengths at each pixel and time point: 
r = f340 nm /f380 nm. We then computed the relative fluorescence changes 
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between the recorded odour responses r at each time point compared to the back-
ground fluorescence (before any odour presentation) r0, defined as the average of the 
three images before odour stimulus onset (frames 12–14). relative fluorescence 
changes were thus calculated as: ∆r / r0 = (r - r0) / r0. We then filtered each of the 
three dimensions with a median filter of window size 3 pixels to reduce photon noise. 
lastly, we corrected for possible irregularities of lamp illumination by subtracting the 
median pixel value of each frame from each single pixel of the corresponding frame. 
the amplitude of the odour-induced response was calculated by subtracting the 
average of three consecutive frames during the odour presentation (frames 17–19) 
from the average frames before stimulus onset (frames 12–14). 
activity maps are presented in a false-colour code, from dark blue (no signal) to 
red (maximum signal), after application of a spatial low-pass filter (gaussian 7 × 7). for 
each bumblebee the mean activity map is based on three presentations of each odour. 
as unambiguous identification of identical glomeruli across individual bumble-
bees was not feasible, activity was analysed over the entire surface of the al using a 
pixelwise analysis that avoids any bias due to glomerular misidentification. it was previ-
ously shown in honeybees that results based on the pixelwise method lead exactly to 
the same conclusions as glomerular identification (carcaud et al., 2012). for each 
bumblebee, a mask was precisely drawn along the edges of the antennal lobe to limit 
the measure of odour-evoked responses to the glomerular area. We measured global 
glomerular activity upon odour stimulation by averaging the intensity values of all pixels 
within the unmasked area. evaluation of (dis-)similarity relationships between neural 
representations was done by calculating pixelwise euclidian distances for all pairs of 
the 16 odour stimuli that we used (120 odour pairs). 
Statistical analysis
We compared intensity measures among functional groups and chain lengths using 
anova for repeated measurements, followed by tukey post-hoc tests for further analysis 
of statistically significant main effects. Wilcoxon matched-pairs tests were applied to 
compare euclidean distances obtained for: 1) different presentations of the same 
odour vs presentations of different odours; 2) odours with the same or with a different 
functional group; 3) odours with the same or with a different chain length. for all 
analyses, average maps for the three presentations of each odorant were used apart 
from the comparison of same vs. different odour (see fig. 5), where each single odour 
presentation was used in the analysis. note that therefore distance values presented in 
fig. 5 a cannot be directly compared with values presented in fig. 5, b–d. correlations 
are expressed using the Pearson correlation coefficient. 
in some analyses, the bumblebee data was compared to honeybee data (carcaud 
et al., 2012), which were acquired using exactly the same experimental and analytical 
procedures. therefore we could directly compare odour-induced intensity and similarity 
relationships among odours in the al of these two species. When comparing distance 
matrices between the two species, a mantel test was used to control for significant 
correlation between bumblebee and honey euclidian distance matrices. 
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all tests were performed with statistica (version 5.5, statsoft, tulsa, uK), 
r (www.r-project.org) or matlab (the mathworks, natick, ma, usa). all results are 
displayed as means ± sem.
results
Antennal lobe anatomy
using fluorescent tracers, we performed mass stainings of olfactory receptor neurons 
(orns) that are afferents to the antennal lobe of the bumblebee Bombus terrestris 
(fig. 1ai to ax). the tracers migrated along the antennal nerve until the orns’ axonal 
endings in the cortex (outer layer) of the glomeruli. there, orns synapse onto antennal 
lobe neurons, i.e. local neurons carrying out local processing and projection neurons, 
which convey the olfactory information to higher-order brain centres. the afferent 
antennal system has been well described in another apinae, the honeybee Apis mellifera. 
it consists of six main fibre bundles, called the t1–t6 tracts, four of which innervate the 
honeybee antennal lobe forming four different glomerular clusters (t1–t4, Pareto, 
1972; suzuki, 1975; flanagan and mercer, 1989; galizia et al. 1999). the two additional 
tracts, t5–6, bypass the antennal lobe completely and innervate the dorsal lobe (t5) as 
well as the subesophageal ganglion and parts of the dorsal protocerebrum (Pareto, 1972).
 as previously reported (fonta and masson, 1985b), we found a similar ar-
rangement of sensory tracts in the bumblebee antennal lobe as in the honeybee. the 
most prominent tract, t1, is easily identifiable, crossing the centre of the antennal lobe 
from the antennal nerve caudally (fig 1aiii-iv, lower part of the picture) to the most ventral 
and rostral part of the antennal lobe where it innervates many glomeruli (upper part of 
the picture). the t3 tract is also prominent, leaving the antennal nerve on the caudal 
side of the antennal lobe, propagating medially on its outskirts and innervating many 
glomeruli on the dorso-caudal region. t3 divides itself into at least 3 sub-branches, two 
running medially (t3a,b), innervating many medial glomeruli and one running laterally 
innervating caudo-lateral glomeruli. tract t2 is a much smaller tract that goes from the 
nerve entrance through the medial part of the lobe neuropil at approximately half depth 
and innervates only a few medial glomeruli (fig. 1avi-vii). tract t4 is another smaller tract, 
which runs laterally along the outer side of the glomerular region, and innervates a set 
of tear-shaped glomeruli on the most dorsal part of the antennal lobe, close to the dor-
sal lobe. contrary to other glomeruli with a clearly stained cortex, these t4 glomeruli 
are characterized by a homogeneous staining of sensory neurons (fig. 1avii-viii, most 
rostral glomerulus). a strong proportion of sensory neurons bypasses the antennal lobe 
completely on its dorso-lateral side (fig. 1aix-x) and forms the two tracts innervating the 
dorsal lobe (t5) and the subesophageal ganglion and dorsal protocerebrum (t6) that 
transmit mechanosensory and gustatory information. in the following, single glomeruli 
from the confocal images were reconstructed (fig. 1b) and the glomeruli counted. We 
found 158 ± 4 glomeruli in the antennal lobe of middle-sized bumble bees (n = 4 bees), 
a slightly lower number compared to honeybees (~160-166 glomeruli; galizia et al., 
1999; Kelber et al., 2006; Kirschner et al., 2006).
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the existence of the 4 orn tracts in the bumblebee antennal lobe, and their 
similar location to those observed in the honeybee (flanagan and mercer, 1989; galizia 
et al., 1999; Kirschner et al., 2006) suggest a strong homology between honeybee and 
bumblebee olfactory systems. in addition to this similarity in orn tracts, we observed 
that in bumblebees, as in honeybees, the outer surface of the antennal lobe consists of 
a single layer of glomeruli. this arrangement is particularly well amenable to optical 
measurements of glomerular activity (see below). 
 further similarities between honeybee and bumblebee olfactory systems were 
observed when staining projection neurons. With the classical technique used in hon-
eybees (sachse and galizia), we localized the lateral antenno-protocerebral tract (l-
aPt) of projection neurons (fig. 1c). by introducing tracers into the protocerebrum at 
a location lateral to the α-lobe of the mushroom bodies and rostral to the lateral horn, 
we obtained clear stainings of l-aPt Pns (fig. 1d) in ventrally-positioned glomeruli 
(fig. 1b, red glomeruli) of the antennal lobe, as expected from data in honeybees 
(Pareto, 1972; suzuki, 1975; Kirschner et al., 2006). in contrast to anterograde staining 
of orns, Pn staining was found to be homogeneous in the whole volume of the 
glomeruli and Pn somata could also be resolved out the outskirts of the glomerular 
area of the al (fig 1d). thus, l-aPt Pn location and glomerular innervations were 
highly similar in bumblebees compared to these well-known pathways in the honeybee 
olfactory system (fig. 1c,d). 
since l-aPt Pns can be selectively stained in bumblebees, we next asked how 
far these anatomical similarities translate into similar functional properties between 
these two closely related species. We thus performed in vivo calcium imaging measure-
ments in the bumblebee al using the calcium indicator fura-2 dextran, and recorded 
the calcium responses from the dendrites of l-aPt Pns in ventral glomeruli (t1 region). 
referring to earlier publications on honeybee olfactory coding (guerrieri et al., 2005; 
carcaud et al., 2012) we presented the same set of 16 aliphatic odorants at the same 
concentration in order to allow comparing odour coding in both species on a physio-
logical level. We obtained clear and reproducible calcium signals in 14 bumble bees 
(out of 73 imaged animals). depending on the chemical structure of the presented 
odorant, specific and different glomerular activity pattern could be measured (fig. 1e). 
all odorants in the panel apart from 1-nonanol induced significant activity in the 
bumblebee antennal lobe compared to pure air as control stimulus (anova followed 
by dunnett’s test against air control, p < 0.01).
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Intensity of odour-induced responses
We evaluated the influence of the odorants’ chemical group and carbon chain length 
on the intensity of calcium responses as measured on the imaged glomerular surface. 
We find significant odour-evoked responses for all four different chemical groups that 
we tested (dunnett’s test: p < 0.0001, df = 52, n = 14). 
odorants with different functional groups induced different antennal lobe activity 
(fig 2a, anova f3,39 = 12.96, p < 0.001). among functional groups, the weakest 
responses were evoked by primary alcohols (fig 2a), which induced significantly lower 
responses than the other chemical groups (tukey hsd test: p < 0.05 compared to 
secondary alcohols and p<0.001 compared to ketones and aldehydes), which did not 
differ from each other. 
odorants with different chain lengths also induced different antennal lobe activity 
(fig 2b, anova f3,39 = 6.95, p < 0.001). generally, global response intensity de-
creased with increasing chain length, i.e. odorant molecules with 6 and 7 carbons in-
duced stronger neural activity than odorants with 9 carbons (fig 2b, tukey hsd test: 
a≠b: p < 0.05 (c7) and p<0.001 (c6) compared to c9). c8 odorant molecules 
induced intermediate responses between c6/c7 and c9.
this pattern of results is highly similar to that observed in previous experiments 
in honeybees (sachse et al. 1999; carcaud et al. 2012). a main variable can explain 
these observations. the individual vapour pressure of an odorant molecule indicates 
how volatile this molecule is. if we relate the vapour pressure of the presented odorants 
Fig. 1. Anatomy of the bumblebee antennal lobe (AL) and odour-induced calcium signals from glomeruli 
 innervated by the lateral antenno-protocerebral tract (l-APT). 
A: confocal image sequence through a bumblebee antennal lobe (right lobe) obtained by massive anterograde antennal 
staining (using tetramethylrhodamine dextran). the scale bars indicate a length of 50 μm. the depth along the z-axis of the 
confocal images is ai) 6 μm, aii) 24 μm, aiii) 42 μm, aiv) 60 μm, av) 78 μm, avi) 104 μm, avii) 114 μm, aviii) 132 μm, aix) 
150 μm, ax) 166 μm.
B: three-dimensional reconstruction of the 159 glomeruli in the antennal lobe presented in a. the glomeruli are coloured 
depending on their input tracts. the numbers of glomeruli per input tracts are: t1 = 60 (red), t2 = 7 (green), t3a = 27 
(medium blue), t3b = 16 (dark blue), t3c = 42 (turquoise), and t4 = 7 (yellow) glomeruli. the incoming antennal nerve is 
shown in semi-transparent colouring.
C: hymenopteran dual olfactory pathway (adapted from carcaud et al. 2012 with permission). odorant molecules are 
 detected by olfactory receptor neurons (orns) on the antenna, which form the antennal nerve (an) and send olfactory 
 information to the primary olfactory centre, the antennal lobe (al). then, projection neurons (Pns) convey information to 
higher-order centres, the mushroom bodies (mb) and the lateral horn (lh), by means of two main tracts, the m-aPt  
(medial- antenna-protocerebral tract, in pink) and the l-aPt (lateral aPt, green). Pns of the m-aPt and l-aPt project to 
 distinct areas in the mb and lh. ol, optical lobe. v: vertical lobe.
D: confocal image (z-projection over 14 μm, from 6 μm till 20 μm depth) of the superior part of the al after retrograde 
staining (using tetramethylrhodamine dextran) of l-aPt projection neurons. dendrites of l-aPt Pns are clearly visible in all 
observed glomeruli. 
E: odour-induced calcium signals in the l-aPt glomeruli to a panel of odorants varying according to their carbon chain 
length (c6–c9) and their chemical functional group (primary and secondary alcohols, aldehydes and ketones).  
relative fluorescence changes (∆r / r%) are presented in a false-colour code, from dark blue (no response) to red 
(maximal response). different odours induce different glomerular activity patterns. 
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to the corresponding calcium response on the ventral al surface, we find a strong 
positive correlation with the log of the vapour pressure (fig. 2c, r2 = 0.88, p < 0.0001)). 
We provided odorants as a given volume of pure substance on filter paper. the more 
volatile the odorant (i.e. the larger its vapour pressure), the more molecules were 
present in headspace in the sample and the larger was the recorded al response to 
this odorant. in the presented odorant panel, alcohols and molecules with large carbon 
chain possess lower volatility and logically induce lower responses. 
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Similarity among odour response maps
until now we compared the chemical properties (functional group and carbon chain 
length) of odorants and observed that these properties affect the strength of al neuronal 
activity. We now evaluated how these properties affect similarity relationships among 
odorant response maps. We thus calculated pixelwise euclidian distances between 
response maps for all possible pairs of the 16 tested odorants (e.g. fig. 1e). based on 
these 120 odorant combinations we generated a euclidian distance matrix, which 
provided an overview of similarity relationships among these odorants (fig. 3). the 
more similar odour responses between two odorants, the smaller are the euclidian 
distances and the more intense is the colour in the matrix. scrutinizing the matrix reveals 
a strong effect of the odorant’s carbon chain length on similarity relationships, as shown 
by the red diagonal lines in the matrix (e.g. for primary alcohols vs. secondary alcohols). 
generally, distances between any two odorants of the same carbon chain length were 
smaller than distances between odorants with different carbon chain lengths. moreover, 
distances between odorants appear larger with a larger difference in carbon chain 
length. the matrix also suggests that odour pairs with longer carbon chains (c8 vs. c9, 
c9 vs. c8) evoke more similar activation patterns (i.e. smaller euclidian distances in 
fig. 3) than odour pairs with shorter carbon chain length (c6 vs. c7, c7 vs. c6). this 
more pronounced similarity is also visible in single recordings, as for example that 
shown in fig. 1e, where a distinct change in the glomerular activity map can be seen 
between e.g. c7 and c8 odorants, but not between c6 and c7 or c8 and c9 
molecules. 
odorants’ functional group also played a role in similarity relationships, although 
these effects are less easily visible in the matrix. usually, for two odorants within the 
same functional group, a high similarity was found for odorants with one or less carbon 
atoms, an effect, which was less pronounced, when comparing odorants from two dif-
ferent functional groups (compare values for odorant pairs close to the main diagonal 
of the matrix with similar values in other parts of the matrix). in addition, some pairs of 
functional groups showed higher similarity than others, as most primary and secondary 
alcohols showed a high similarity (low distance).
Fig. 2. Odour quantity coding: intensity of calcium response to 16 aliphatic odorants. 
A: amplitude of calcium responses (∆r/r%) recorded in l-aPt Pns to different odours according to their functional group 
(primary and secondary alcohols, aldehydes, and ketones). Primary alcohols induce weaker activation than other functional 
groups (n = 14). explanation of box symbols: red line: median; box edges: 25th and 75th  percentiles; whiskers; most ex-
treme data points that are not outliers (> 75th percentile + (1.5 * box size) or < 25th  percentile – (1.5 * box size)). outliers 
are plotted separately.
B: amplitude of calcium responses (∆r/r%) in relation to odorants’ carbon chain length (6, 7, 8, and 9 carbons). odorants 
with the longest carbon chain (c9) induce weaker activation than odorants with a short carbon chain (n = 14). box symbols 
are the same as in a.
C: amplitude of calcium responses (∆r / r%) induced by each of the 16 aliphatic odorants as a function of their vapour 
pressure. the linear regression shows a significant correlation (r² = 0,88; p < 0.001). 
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We confirmed these observations by performing multidimensional analyses using these 
euclidian distance measures (fig. 4). We first performed a cluster analysis using 
Ward’s classification method. the odorants in our stimulus set are segregated in two 
main clusters (fig. 4a). the upper branch predominantly groups odorants with short 
carbon chain lengths (c6 and c7). Within this branch, odorants are grouped according 
to their functional groups, with primary and secondary alcohols in one subgroup (-oh 
function) and aldehydes and ketones in the other (=o function). the lower branch 
exclusively contains odours with larger carbon chain lengths (c8 and c9). Within this 
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Fig. 3. Odour quality coding: similarity relationships between odour reponse maps. 
similarity among the 16 odorants is represented in a false-colour matrix, containing the euclidean distances between the 
120 odorant pairs recorded at the level of l-aPt projection neurons. higher similarity (shorter distances, dmin) is represented 
in red, while lower similarity (longer distances, dmax) is shown in lighter colours. distances between same odours are 
 represented by the hatched areas and would correspond to a distance of 0. 
the matrix shows significantly smaller distances between odour pairs with carbon chain length c8 and c9 (e.g. 8al vs. 
29one or 9al vs. 8ol) compared to the corresponding odour pair combinations within shorter chain lengths, i.e. c6 and c7. 
short euclidian distances are also found between primary and secondary alcohols (lower left side of the matrix).
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branch, the odours are widely distributed independently of their functional group, with 
only the two long-chain ketones grouped in a separate branchlet of the dendrogram. 
this suggests, as can be seen from the matrix (fig. 3) as well as from individual record-
ings (fig. 1e), that long-chain molecules evoke highly similar activity patterns, which are 
less dependent on the functional group than shorter-chain molecules.
We next performed a proximity analysis (multidimensional scaling) on the basis 
of the euclidian distances we obtained to attempt to understand the most meaningful 
dimensions that underlie these similarity relationships among odorants. the first three 
dimensions explain about 2/3 of overall variance (dimension 1: 34 %; dimension 2: 
22.5 %; dimension 3: 9.7 %). dimension 1 mostly provides information about odorants’ 
carbon chain length, as dimension 1 coordinates increases monotonically with de-
creasing carbon chain length for all functional groups. dimension 2 contains both 
functional group and chain length information. Primary and secondary alcohols are not 
separated from each other, but they are separated from both ketones and aldehydes. 
aldehydes are basically separated from other groups, except for heptanal which devi-
ated from other aldehydes. dimension 2 also contains carbon chain length information 
for primary and secondary alcohols, as coordinates increase with increasing carbon 
chain length. lastly, dimension 3 clearly separates ketones from aldehydes, with primary 
and secondary alcohols falling in between. to summarize, the proximity analysis gener-
ated three main dimensions, which first represents odorants chain length, then functional 
group information, distinguishing alcohols, ketones and aldehydes from each other.
the observations made on the distance matrix (fig. 3) and the multidimensional 
analyses (fig. 4) are supported by statistical analyses. first, odour-specific coding is 
demonstrated by the fact that odour response maps for presentations of the same 
odour are more similar (show smaller euclidian distances) than odour response maps 
for presentations of two different odorants (fig. 5a; (Wilcoxon matched pairs testsame 
vs. different odour : Z = 3.30, p< 0.001). second, odorants with the same functional 
group induced significantly more similar odour response maps compared to odorants 
with different functional groups (Wilcoxon matched pairs testsame vs. different funct. 
group: Z = 3.30, p < 0.001; fig. 5b). lastly, odorants with the same carbon chain 
length induce more similar response maps than odorants with different carbon chain 
lengths (Wilcoxon matched pairs test same vs. different chain length: Z = 3.30, 
p < 0.001; fig. 5c). this effect increases with the difference in the number of carbon 
atoms between the odorant molecules. in fig 5d, the euclidean distance between any 
two odorants is represented as a function of the difference in their numbers of carbon 
atoms. the difference between odour maps is stronger when they differ by at least 
2 carbons, i.e. c6 vs. c8 or c6 vs. c9. these analyses thus demonstrate that odour 
coding in the bumblebee antennal lobe relies on odorants’ chain length and functional 
group. 
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Fig. 4. Odour quality coding: cluster and proximity analyses. 
A: cluster analysis showing similarity relationships among odorants at the level of l-aPt projection neurons (n=14; Ward’s 
classification method). short linkage distance between branches indicates odorants with similar response maps.
the four different functional groups are shown in colour: primary alcohols in blue, secondary alcohols in green, aldehydes in 
black, and ketones in red. the dendrogram clearly shows a separation between odorants with short and long carbon chain 
lengths. odorants with a short carbon chain are subdivided into alcohols (primary and secondary) and ketones/aldehydes, 
while longer carbon chain molecules are not further subdivided.
B: Proximity analysis using euclidean dist nces obtained for the 120 odorant pairs. the first dimension (upper plot) 
 explains 34% of overall variance and generally orders molecules according to their chain length from short (on the right) to 
long (on the left). the second dimension explains 22.5% of variance and quite distinctly separates alcohols (blue, green) 
from ketones (red) and aldehydes (black). the third dimension (lower plot) explains 9.7% of variance and separates 
 aldehydes (black) from ketones (red), with alcohols in between. thus, odorants’ chain length as well as functional group 
represent main dimensions of odour-induced activity in l-aPt projection neurons.
Fig. 4
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Comparison of honeybee and bumblebee data
the results we have described so far for bumblebees are generally very similar to the 
data obtained when imaging the homologous region of the honeybee antennal lobe 
(sachse et al. 1999; carcaud et al., 2012), although with a staining technique empha-
sizing orn activity (bath applied ca-green). more recent experiments (carcaud et al. 
in prep) imaged l-aPt projection neuron activity evoked by the same odorants under 
Fig. 5. Odour quality coding in l-APT projection neurons. 
similarity depending on functional group or carbon chain length. 
A: similarity between presentations of the same or of different odorants. activity maps are more similar when the same 
odorant is presented, showing specific odour coding in l-aPt projection neurons (Wilcoxon matched pairs test: p < 0.001). 
B: similarity between odorants with the same or different functional groups. odorants with the same functional group in-
duce more similar glomerular activity patterns than odorants with different functional groups (p < 0.001). 
C: similarity between odorants with the same or different carbon chain lengths. odorants with the same chain length 
 induce more similar glomerular activity patterns than odorants with different chain lengths ( p<0.001). 
D: similarity between odorants depending on the difference in their number of carbon atoms. euclidean distances increase 
(i.e. response maps are more dissimilar) with increasing difference in the number of carbons (anova, with tukey hsd  post-hoc tests).
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the same experimental conditions as in the current study. although these data will be 
presented in a separate account, we took advantage of these joint studies to assess 
the similarity of odour coding in bumblebees and honeybees. 
We thus performed a linear regression analysis between response intensity and 
similarity measures in bumblebees and honeybees (fig. 6). response intensities 
measured for the 16 odorants were highly correlated (r2 = 0.57; p < 0.001) showing 
that odorants inducing strong responses in bumblebees also induced strong activity in 
honeybees. similarly, euclidian distances between odour response maps for the 120 
odour pairs were also strongly correlated between honeybees and bumblebees (r2 = 0.55; 
p < 0.001) indicating that odours inducing similar activity patterns in the honeybee al 
also induce similar activity patterns in the bumblebee al. 
We have seen that odour responses are quite similar between honeybees and bumble-
bees, both in terms of intensity and similarity relationships. as the number of glomeruli 
in the bumblebee al (see fig. 1) is certainly not identical to a honeybee al, it is 
meaningful to ask to what extent the characteristic distribution of glomeruli as described 
for honeybees (galizia et al., 1999) is conserved in the bumblebee brain.
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Fig. 6. Correlation between bumblebee and honeybee neuronal activity measures in the l-system of the 
 antennal lobe. 
A: correlation between bumblebee (n = 14) and honeybee (n = 10) measures of response intensity for each of the 16 
 presented odours, corresponding to the increase in antennal lobe neural activity upon olfactory stimulation. a high and 
 significant correlation is observed (r² = 0.57; p < 0.001).
B: correlation of euclidian distances between odour response maps for the 120 odorant pairs (see also fig. 3) obtained 
in bumblebees and honeybees. a high and significant correlation is also observed (r² = 0,55; p<0.001) honeybee data 
from carcaud et al., (in preparation). 
Fig. 6
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discussion
this study shows that the bumblebee is a suitable model organism for studying olfactory 
coding and processing using optical imaging. neuroanatomical staining and 3d 
reconstructions indicated that the structure of the bumblebee antennal lobe greatly 
resembles that of the honeybee. We retrogradely stained the ventral glomeruli of the 
bumblebee al via the lateral projection neuron pathway (l-aPt), which is a common 
pathway in all hymenoptera (rössler and Zube, 2011). using in vivo optical recordings, 
we demonstrate that a panel of 16 aliphatic odorants evokes consistent neuronal activity 
in the glomeruli of the bumblebee antennal lobe. each odorant evokes a different 
glomerular activity pattern, which depends both on the molecules’ carbon chain length 
and functional group. these chemical features are strong encoding dimensions as 
shown by proximity analyses. these findings are in accordance with previous data on 
honeybees, underlining the close relationship of these two apinae species, which 
evolved separately since about 70–90 million years.
Body size differences within bumblebees  
and comparison to honeybees
in contrast to honeybee workers, whose intraspecific size variance is quite low, there 
are considerable anatomical and behavioural differences between small and large 
workers within single bumblebee colonies (mares et al., 2005). on the one hand, these 
differences influence the behaviour of the bumblebees as small bumblebees rather 
remain within the hive and care for the brood, whereas the largest bumblebee workers 
forage more frequently outside of the colony. this size-dependent division of labour is 
organised as a continuum, so that medium-sized workers care for the brood or manage 
the temperature of the colony, but also go out foraging (goulson, 2010). additionally, 
body size also influences brain anatomy. mares and colleagues (mares et al., 2005) 
found for instance that the central body and the mushroom body lobes of larger 
bumblebees are smaller (relative to the whole brain volume) than in smaller workers. 
however, in both honeybees and bumblebees, brain volumes are correlated to body 
weight and body size. but the size of the antennal lobes is not correlated to the body 
size in both species. although these size dependent differences do not seem to influence 
antennal lobe size, we particularly chose medium-sized bumblebee for the experiments 
to minimize size-dependent effects for our study.
earlier findings point to a body size dependent variation in the number of olfactory 
sensilla that affected the animals’ individual odour sensitivity (fonta and masson, 1987; 
spaethe et al., 2007), which was a further reason to restrict in our experiments the 
body size variation to a minimum. 
Antennal lobe morphology
morphologically, the bumblebee al is similar to that of the honeybee (flanagan and 
mercer, 1989; galizia et al., 1999). both consist of a single layer of glomeruli around 
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an inner coarse neuropil characterized by the presence of numerous local interneurons 
and projection neurons (see fig. 1). restricted innervation of the glomerular cortex by 
olfactory receptor neurons (orn) is also similar to that in the honeybee (except for a 
few most dorsal glomeruli in both species), al glomeruli are innervated by four orn 
tracts (fig. 1a), which reside at very similar positions in both species (Kirschner et al., 
2006). the most prominent t1 tract innervates a large proportion of glomeruli on the 
ventral surface of the al (fig. 1b), which are directly accessible when opening the 
brain capsule. as in honeybees, these glomeruli could be stained retrogradely by 
placing dye crystals on the l-aPt tract of projection neurons. We are thus confident 
that the group of glomeruli that we imaged in bumblebees is structurally homologous 
to the glomeruli usually imaged in honeybees with the ventral preparation (Joerges et 
al., 1997; sachse et al., 1999; sachse and galizia, 2002). 
the number of glomeruli that we found for bumblebees in our sample recon-
structions (n = 153–162) was however slightly lower than the typical number of glomeruli 
found in honeybees (~160–165; flanagan and mercer, 1989; galizia et al., 1999). as 
only medium-sized bumblebees were examined here, one possibility is that smaller 
bumblebees also have a lower number of glomeruli than larger ones. this possibility 
arises from the observation that the number of olfactory sensilla on the antenna was 
shown to increase with body size in bumblebees (spaethe et al., 2007). thus, larger 
workers may have a glomerulus number in the range of the honeybee’s al (flanagan 
and mercer, 1989; galizia et al., 1999). future work should specifically address 
possible differences among differently-sized bumblebee workers. Whatever the case, 
the numbers of glomeruli were only slightly lower in bumblebees compared to honeybees. 
this leads to the question, whether glomeruli that can be identified in the honeybee can 
be found in the bumblebee at similar positions. 
currently, it is assumed that each orn expresses one type of odour-specific 
receptor, while all orns carrying the same receptor project to the same glomerulus in 
the al (vosshall et al., 2000). this hypothesis is especially appealing as in honeybees 
the number of olfactory receptor genes largely coincides with the number of glomeruli 
in the al (163 vs. ~165; robertson and Wanner, 2006). one may then ask, how quickly 
olfactory receptor genes evolve. recent evidence in different species of the genus 
Drosophila suggests that the number of olfactory receptor genes has remained quite 
similar for the entire period of Drosophila evolution (63 million years; tamura et al., 
2004), but that frequent gains and losses of genes occurred in each evolutionary lineage 
(nozawa and nei, 2007) this may have changed the sequence of olfactory receptor 
neurons leading to different glomerular wiring patterns. the oldest common ancestors 
of honeybees and bumblebees are estimated to have lived between 70 and 90 million 
years ago (michener and grimaldi, 1988; schultz et al., 2001; ramírez et al., 2010). 
this long time of separate evolution suggests that profound changes could also have 
taken place in the sequence of olfactory receptor genes in both species, which may 
have led to a complete change of each receptor’s sensitivity spectrum to odorant 
molecules, as well as their localization in the al. only a direct comparison of or 
sequences between bumblebees and honeybees may reveal the amount of conservation 
in their or repertoires. 
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Functional comparison of the glomerular activity
despite the possible divergent evolution of or sequences in bumblebees and honeybees, 
we found a high similarity of general coding principles at the neural population level. 
first, the intensity of odour-induced activity was similar in both species. Primary alcohols 
induced significantly lower activity than secondary alcohols, ketones and aldehydes. 
furthermore, a chain length effect of the odorants was observed, with short chain 
molecules activating glomeruli more strongly than molecules with longer chain lengths 
(fig. 2). all in all, this similarity of both species could be explained by the strong correlation 
found between glomerular activity and the vapour pressure of odorants (honeybees: 
sachse et al., 1999; carcaud et al., 2012). as a population, orns in both species 
respond gradually depending on the number of molecules in headspace. 
moreover, we found clear homologies in the similarity relationships observed 
between odorant molecules. the cluster analyses in bumblebees indicated a primary 
separation of long chain length molecules from short chain length molecules and also 
a branching pattern that separates the two different functional groups of alcohols from 
ketones and aldehydes (fig. 4 a). this differentiation is also apparent in the multidi-
mensional scaling analyses arranging odorants based on chain length and separating 
ketones, aldehydes, and alcohols. here, primary and secondary alcohols could not be 
distinguished on the basis of these glomerular activity patterns (fig. 4b). all these 
results are fully in agreement with previous findings in honeybees, in which l-aPt 
glomeruli primarily classify odorants based on chain length, with functional group acting 
as a secondary feature (carcaud et al., 2012).
 the responses evoked by different odour stimuli that were found for bumble-
bees seem to be quite robust as a strong correlation between honeybee and bumble-
bee responses was measured (fig. 6). this indicates a strong similarity in the antennal 
lobe processing mechanisms that underlie primary olfactory sensation.
Possible pheromone effects of odour stimuli 
although the odorants used in this study frequently occur in floral volatile emissions 
(Knudsen et al., 1993), some can also act as pheromones. for instance, honeybees 
produce 2-heptanone in their mandibular glands to mark flowers that have been visited 
recently, and this compound was also shown to affect honeybee guards (vallet et al., 
1991; giurfa and núnez, 1992). interestingly, 2-heptanone induced activity in the 
honeybee al that was slightly different compared to other odours of the same group or 
with the same or similar chain length (sachse et al., 1999; carcaud et al., 2012). in 
multidimensional analyses, it appeared slightly separated from other molecules with a 
closely similar chemical structure. 2-heptanone is also abundant in bumblebee colonies 
(graham et al., 2012) and has been found in their mandibular gland (cederberg, 
1977). although bumblebees are not actively placing scent marks for foraging (Wilms 
and eltz, 2008; leadbeater and chittka, 2011), it is not reported that 2-heptanone acts 
as a pheromone for bumblebees meaning that the odour response should differ consid-
erably from the response that would be expected purely from the chemical identity. at 
least, the recorded neural responses in this study do not indicate a different response 
compared to other odours of the same functional group. 
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however, abundant in honeybees hives, but absent in bumblebee hives is 
heptanal (graham et al., 2012). this odorant was very remarkable as it was the only 
one from the tested 16 aliphatic odours that induced an odour response that deviated 
from the predicted odour response in the multidimensional scaling analysis (fig. 4, 
dimension 2). clearly, heptanal did not follow the same curve of increasing chain 
lengths as other aldehydes in our panel. this observation is very similar to what was 
observed with 2-heptanone in honeybees.  it is still unknown whether heptanal serves 
as a pheromone in bumblebees. only a few studies have dealt with pheromone 
communication in bumblebees up to now, but there is some information on pheromone 
blends that induce behavioural changes. it has been described that recruiting bumblebees 
release a pheromone that induces non-foraging workers to leave the nest in search for 
food (dornhaus et al., 2003), and which was later found to be mainly eucalyptol 
(granero et al., 2005). in addition to foraging-related pheromones there exist a number 
of studies that focussed on sex pheromones in bumblebee males and queens (van honk 
et al., 1978; röseler et al., 1981; Krieger et al., 2006). now that monitoring olfactory 
coding in the antennal lobe of bumblebees is established it would be possible to study 
the representation of known pheromones in the bumblebee antennal lobe.
Conclusion
this study underlines the high similarity in primary olfactory processing between 
bumblebees and honeybees. nevertheless it is not clear, whether honeybees can be 
fully replaced by bumblebees to address research questions that have been developed 
on the basis of findings in honeybees. certainly, this study shows a large amount of 
general similarity between those two species. however, strong similarities in morpho-
logical structures or neuronal coding mechanisms cannot automatically be attributed to 
an identically wired nervous system. future studies will have to elucidate similarities in 
even more specific functions in the bumblebee olfactory pathway to allow equalizing 
the coding mechanisms in both species. 
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